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Meet the Authors

Author One
Author One Affiliation

Sum nim iriurer iure con vel eugait amconum ing eugait velenit 

in henim eum vulputate commodo lobore conse te eugiam nim 

velenisl ipit endre tio od eraessenibh eugiamet wis alis estie 

iniscil ipsusto ea alis nim quat irit adipsum iure tem velit nostio 

adionsequat vulputat, volenibh exer in vulla conse tat nosto enim 

iure feugait, euguero consendit inisiscipsum ex ea augait in ea con 

et, consed tionull ummolorer ing erit lan exerillaore vent amconse 

eugueros nullandre dolobore ming eratem ent vel dolortin ea.

Author Two
Author Two Affiliation

Sum nim iriurer iure con vel eugait amconum ing eugait velenit 

in henim eum vulputate commodo lobore conse te eugiam nim 

velenisl ipit endre tio od eraessenibh eugiamet wis alis estie 

consed adionsequat vulputat, volenibh exer in vulla conse tat 

nosto enim ming et iliquat, core magna feuis at, verciniat adipsum 

et iniscil ipsusto ea alis nim quat irit adipsum iure tem velit nostio 

enisis eliquis adiam autatue rcilisis nit luptat luptat vel utpat. 

Author Three
Author Three Affiliation

Sum nim iriurer iure con vel eugait amconum ing eugait velenit 

in henim eum vulputate commodo lobore conse te eugiam nim 

velenisl ipit endre tio od eraessenibh eugiamet wis alis estie 

consed ming et iliquat, core magna feuis at, verciniat adipsum et 

iniscil ipsusto ea alis nim quat irit adipsum iure tem velit nostio 

adionsequat vulputat, volenibh exer in vulla conse tat nosto enim 

iure feugait, euguero consendit inisiscipsum ex ea augait in ea con 

et, consed tionull ummolorer ing erit lan exerillaore vent amconse 

eugueros consed ming et iliquat, core magna feuis at, verciniat 

adipsum et nullandre dolobore ming eratem ent vel dolortin ea.
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Goals and Orientation
Information about the external world and about the body’s 
internal environment exists in different energy forms—pres-
sure, temperature, light, odorants, sound waves, chemical con-
centration, and so on. Sensory receptors at the peripheral ends 
of afferent neurons change these energy forms into graded 
potentials that can initiate action potentials, which travel into 
the central nervous system. The receptors are either special-
ized endings of afferent neurons or separate cells that signal 
the afferent neurons by releasing chemical messengers.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?

 2. Is it reabsorbed?
 3. Is it secreted?
 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 

filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 There are many types of sensory receptors, each of 
which responds much more readily to one form of energy than 
to others. The type of energy to which a particular receptor re-
sponds in normal functioning is known as its adequate stimu-
lus. In addition, within the general energy type that serves as 
a receptor’s adequate stimulus, a particular receptor responds 
best (i.e., at lowest threshold) to only a very narrow range of 
stimulus energies.

Revision Highlights
There are several general classes of receptors that are charac-
terized by the type of energy to which they are sensitive. As 
the name indicates, mechanoreceptors respond to mechanical 
pressure, and muscle tension. Thermoreceptors detect both 
sensations of cold and warmth, and photoreceptors respond to 
particular light wavelengths. 

Illustration Program
The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves the 
opening or closing of ion channels that receive—either direct-
ly or through a second-messenger system—information about 
the internal and external world. The ion channels are present 
in a membrane located at the distal tip of the cell’s single axon 
or on the receptive membrane of specialized sensory cells.  

Chapter 1 Most sensory pathways convey information about 
only a single type of sensory information. 

Chapter 2 Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, whereas another is 
influenced only by information from thermoreceptors. 

Preface

  ix

Chapter 3  The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
stimuli are known as the specific ascending pathways. 

Chapter 4 The specific pathways pass to the brainstem and 
thalamus, and the final neurons in the pathways go from 
there to specific sensory areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Illustration Program Highlights
The  specialized  receptor  membrane  where  the  initial  ion 
channel changes occur does not generate action potentials. 

The receptor potential, like the synaptic potential 
different stimulus intensities and diminishes as it 
travels down the membrane.

Jennifer Carr Burtwistle
Northeast Community College 

  Instead, local current from the receptor membrane flows 
a short distance along the axon to a region where  the mem-
pinges upon and activates a sen response to different stimulus 
intensities and diminishes as it travels down the membrane.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal?
Is it reabsorbed?
Is it secreted?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

  A third type of information to be signaled is the location 
of the stimulus—in other words, where the stimulus is being 
location is interpreted as arising from the site from which the 
stimulus originated rather than on our body.

Author Name
Author Affiliation

■

■

■

■

Preface Feature Box Title
Ecte minit alit, qui bla faccum dolor se molorte venit nullaor 
quatue tio dolesse quamet, vullan vel irit utet lum aut wisi.

It ad tat am accummolenis nim ex eriustrud dit amet ea con 
henis nonsequi eros nisis dolorperos diat pratie

Deliquisit wisisim ex et, velit iure facipit wis nostin essed 
minim iril eugiam quisim ver sequat. 

Andre commy nostrud eumsandrerci blan er susto core 
doleniat, con hent utpat venibh esto consequat. 

Duis dunt dolor si ting exeriustie feum nonsequ atincid 
numsan henismo dolorpe rcidui bla at.
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x Preface

preface Box title

This Is a Sample Box Subtitle
this is  a Sample of a Box head Le�el One 
that runs O�er onto two Lines

The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis 
alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci liquat 
vulla feum delesto con ea consed erostie feum quis at alisit lum autet 
amcorpe raesse min vendit lore tatet accum eugiat ullan vel illa facidui 
blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea commodit lam, consequamet, 
quisism odigna feugait auguerat il duisis num veraese quatet prat. 
Ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl dui eum ing exerciliquis alit iusto 
consectet praesed tem irit augait, volore feugait dolor sit lum quamet 
la facil diam dolore velesequis nulputat. Duipis nullum vel inis ex 
estie minibh erciliquip exeros non etueraesecte min vullut am dolore 
magniam digna coreet ulla consendio doluptat wisi ea feugueril et, si.

This is an Example of a Level-T wo Box Head That is 
Long Enough to Run on to Two Lines
Ud tinismo lortisl diam quisit volore ming exeros er aci blandre feugait 
prat la feumsandre min velit vel ullam num quat veliquissim eros nis 
amet il init luptat acilla feu feumsan dionse mod exerosto odolese 
quiscil dolobore te dionull amconul laorerostrud ex exer si ex eugiat. 
Ure moleniscing elit augiat ad tem vel in utat. Magna feu feugue dolor 
suscidunt wissim quat lor sed magna feum iustrud dit alit praestrud Ut 
euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl dui eum ing exerciliquis alit iusto dolor 
am dolobor sectem in vulla consequip et praesenit lobore facip et lore 
core miniam, susci tem qui bla feugiat lorperci te faci esto od mincilit 
pratuer autatet del irilluptat.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?
 2. Is it reabsorbed?
 3. Is it secreted?
 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities filtered, 

reabsorbed, or secreted?

 Ulla facinci psuscidunt atueros alisl ut iusto el ulla faccum 
esectem venis adigna faccum exerit iure mod tat nosto odigniam 
quipsusto et, volendipsum zzriusc iliquam zzriure minit nibh et, vercil 
utpat. Duisit ad etum dolor si tat dolorperat, se minim alit, consed 
dolore del ilisi blam ercing et doluptat. La atie cortio dolor susci bla 
feu facidunt wis nulla feuguero conumsa ndrerci psummod ionsequ 
ationullut aci blam iustrud ero odolorem digniate veros nim velese 
dolore dolor in enim zzrit dui tem vendrem dionsed dio dolore 
dolorem dolortie eniam zzrilit veriustrud tie magnisi.
 Dui tissequat. Im zzrit ver ad exer am at nonse volore magna 
facip et, ver sis delis dolore consed endre ming er sum in henit ate 
feum quis augiam eliquis amet, quissis digna feu faccumsan hendignit 
ut adit nonse cor si. Gait at. Minci estion elisim ing er sequam del ilit 
ipis alit vel inim dit volore doloreet, consed tat, quat veraess equat, 
commy nos numsan ut luptat.

 Ud tinismo lortisl diam quisit volore ming exeros er aci blandre 
feugait prat la feumsandre min velit vel ullam num quat veliquissim 
eros nis amet il init luptat acilla feu feumsan dionse mod exerosto 
odolese quiscil dolobore te dionull amconul laorerostrud ex exer si ex 
eugiat. Ure moleniscing elit augiat ad tem vel in utat. 

Most sensory pathways convey information about only a single type 
of sensory information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by information from 
mechanoreceptors, whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem and thalamus, and the 
final neurons in the pathways go from there to specific sensory 
areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

 Magna feu feugue dolor suscidunt wissim quat lor sed magna 
feum iustrud dit alit praestrud dolor am dolobor sectem in vulla 
consequip et praesenit lobore facip et lore core miniam, susci tem qui 
bla feugiat lorperci te faci esto od mincilit pratuer autatet del iriat.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?
Is it reabsorbed?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities filtered, 
reabsorbed, or secreted?

Im zzrit ver ad exer am at nonse volore magna facip et, ver sis delis 
dolore consed endre ming er sum in henit ate feum quis augiam eliquis 
amet, quissis digna feu faccumsan hendignit ut adit nonse cait at.

n

n

n

 

Agnit ute del enibh exerostion ula facilit, velesse quatem euguer 
summodit, quatissim quis augiamc onseniat utat. Duismod beelas un 
vie usiu olorer nosse volere manga fae ie ver isuiue si.
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The specialized receptor membrane where the initial ion 
channel changes occur does not generate action potentials. 
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The receptor potential, like the synaptic potential discussed 
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action potentials. 

The energy that impinges upon translated into the language 
of graded activates.

Fasen response to different stimulus intensities and 
diminishes as it travels down the membrane.
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This is a Sample 
Part Title

p a r t

IV
P A R T  C H A P T E R S

chapter One title here 

the chapter two title goes here

chapter three title would position in  
this Location 

insert chapter four title here 

the title of the fifth chapter  

chapter Six title 

Se�enth is the title of this chapter

chapter Eight title position 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

she outstanding accomplishment of  twentieth-century 

biology has been the discover of the chemical basis of 

heridity and its relationship toprotein synthesis. Whether 

an organism is a human being or a mouse, has blue eyes or black, 

has light skin or dark, is determined by its proteins. Moreover, within 

an individual organism, the properties of muscle cells differ from 

those of nerve cells and epithelial cells because of the tuypes of 

proteins present in each cell type and the functions performed by 

synthesizing of the cell proteins. The instructions are into proteins.
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c h a p t E r

Sample Two-Line 
Chapter Title

C H A P T E R  O U T L I N E

Specific Sensory Systems

Somatic Sensation
Touch and Pressure
Sense of Posture and Movement
Temperature
Pain
Neural Pathways of the Somatosensory System

Vision
Light
Overview of Eye Anatomy
The Optics of Vision
Photoreceptor Cells and Phototransduction
Neural Pathways of Vision

Color Vision
Eye Movement

C H A P T E R  O B J E C T I V E S

Understand how a packet-switching unix-
based network works. 

Learn how hostnames are converted to IP 
addresses using the file /etc/hosts. 

Learn how hostnames are replaced with fully 
qualified domain names (FQDN) on the web or 
computer-based Internet. 

Use talk to conduct a real-time, text-based 
conversation with another user. 

Display details of users on a remote system 
with digit or finger. 

Use telnet and rlogin to log on to a remote 
location machine. 

Use ftp and rcp to transfer files between two 
remote machines. 

Learn the configuration settings needed to 
enable the use of rlogin, rcp and rsh. 

n

n

n

n

1.

2.

3.

4.

23

Sample of a Chapter opener photo caption locatiation.
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Chapter Title
With Sample Chapter Subtitle

the outstanding accomplishment of  twentieth-century 

biology has been the discover of the chemical basis of 

heridity and its relationship toprotein synthesis. Whether an 

organism is a human being or a mouse, has blue eyes or black, has 

light skin or dark, is determined by its proteins. Moreover, within an 

individual organism, the properties of muscle cells differ from those 

of nerve cells and epithelial cells because of the tuypes of proteins 

present in each cell type and the functions performed by these 

synthesizing of the cell proteins. The instructions are into proteins.

The heredity material in each cell contains instructions for excellent 

synthesizing of the cell proteins. The instructions are coded into 

DNA molecules. Given that different cell types have different that 

daughter cells at the time of cell division. Cells differ in structure 

and function because on a portion of the total genetic information 

common to all cells is used by any given cell to synthesize proteins.

11
C H A P T E R  O U T L I N E

Specific Sensory Systems

Somatic Sensation
Touch and Pressure
Sense of Posture and Movement
Temperature
Pain
Neural Pathways of the Somatosensory System

Vision
Light
Overview of Eye Anatomy
The Optics of Vision
Photoreceptor Cells and Phototransduction
Neural Pathways of Vision

Color Vision
Eye Movement

Hearing
Sound
Sound Transmission in the Ear
Hair Cells of the Organ of Corti
Neural Pathways in Hearing

Vestibular System
The Semicircular Canals
The Utricle and Saccule
Vestibular Information and Pathways

Chemical Senses
Taste
Smell

Additional Clinical Examples
Hearing and Balance: Losing Both at Once

Color Blindness

Hearing
Sound
Sound Transmission in the Ear
Hair Cells of the Organ of Corti
Neural Pathways in Hearing

p a r t  IV Sample Part Title Goes In This Location
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c h a p t E r

5

This is a Sample 
of a Chapter Title 
in Three Lines

C H A P T E R  O U T L I N E

Specific Sensory Systems

Somatic Sensation
Touch and Pressure
Sense of Posture and Movement
Temperature
Pain
Neural Pathways of the Somatosensory System

Vision
Light
Overview of Eye Anatomy
The Optics of Vision
Photoreceptor Cells and Phototransduction
Neural Pathways of Vision

Color Vision
Eye Movement

Hearing
Sound
Sound Transmission in the Ear
Hair Cells of the Organ of Corti
Neural Pathways in Hearing

Vestibular System
The Semicircular Canals
The Utricle and Saccule
Vestibular Information and Pathways

Chemical Senses
Taste
Smell

Additional Clinical Examples
Hearing and Balance: Losing Both at Once

Color Blindness

Hearing
Sound
Sound Transmission in the Ear
Hair Cells of the Organ of Corti
Neural Pathways in Hearing
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 When the outstanding accomplishment of  

twentieth-century biology has been the 

discover of the chemical basis of heridity and 

its relationship toprotein synthesis. Whether an organism is 

a human being or a mouse, has blue eyes or black, has light 

skin or dark, is determined by its proteins. Moreover, within 

an individual organism, the properties of muscle cells differ 

from those of nerve cells and epithelial cells because of the 

types of proteins present in each cell type and the functions 

performed by proteins. The instructions are into proteins.

The heredity material in each cell contains instructions for 

excellent synthesizing of the cell proteins. The instructions 

are coded into DNA molecules. Given that different cell types 

have different that the specifications for these proteins are 

coxded in DNA, one might be led to falsely conclude that 

different cell types do contain DNA molecules. However, 

this is not the case. All cells in the body, with the exception 

of sperm or egg cells, receive the same genetic information 

when DNA molecules duplicated and passed on to daughter 

cells at the time of cell division. Cells differ in structure 

and function because on a portion of the total genetic 

information common to all cells is used by any given cell to 

synthesize proteins. the tuypes of proteins present in each 

cell type and the functions performed by these synthesizing 

of the cell proteins. The instructions are into proteins.

5.1 Sample of the first head Le�el
Information about the external world and about the body’s 
internal environment exists in different energy forms—pres-
sure, temperature, light, odorants, sound waves, chemical 
concentration, and so on. Sensory receptors at the peripheral 
ends of afferent neurons change these energy forms into grad-
ed potentials that can initiate action potentials, which travel 
into the central nervous system. 

Moreover, within an individual oganism, the properties of 
muscle cells differ from those of nerve cells and epithelial 
cells because of the types of proteins present in each cell type 
and the functions performed by these proteins.

To avoid confusion in the remainder of this chapter, recall from 
Chapter 5 that the term receptor has two completely different 
meanings. One meaning is that of “sensory receptor,” as just 
defined. The second usage is for the individual proteins in the 

plasma membrane or inside the cell that bind specific chemical 
messengers, triggering an intracellular signal transduction path-
way that culminates in the cell’s response. The potential confu-
sion between these two meanings is magnified by the fact that 
the plasma membrane of the sensory receptor. If you are in doubt 
as to which meaning is intended, add the adjective “sensory” or 
“protein” to see which makes sense in the context.

This Is the Second Level Heading
The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves the 
opening or closing of ion channels that receive—either directly 
or through a second-messenger system—information about the 
internal and external world. The ion channels are present in a 
specialized receptor membrane located at the distal tip of the 
cell’s single axon or on the receptive membrane of specialized 
sensory cells (Figure 7–1).  

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?

 2. Is it reabsorbed?
 3. Is it secreted?
 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 

filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

There are several general classes of receptors that are charac-
terized by the type of energy to which they are sensitive. As the 
name indicates, mechanoreceptors respond to mechanical stim-
uli, such as pressure or stretch, and are responsible for many 
types of sensory information, including touch, blood pressure, 
and muscle tension. Thermoreceptors detect both sensations 
of cold and warmth, and photoreceptors respond to particular 
light wavelengths. 

figure 5.1
this is a sample of a figure legend title or head.

Veros et incinim etuercin ero odolore modolesto con eum velesse 
quatue dolor sustrud tis nulla feugue vullutat, vel eum ad magnibh 
endre ero dolore essectet, quate mincilis nibh eugue tat aliquatu.
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5.2 this is  a Sample of a head 
Le�el One running onto two Lines
Converting stimulus energy into a signal that conveys the rel-
evant sensory information to the central nervous system is 
termed coding. Important characteristics of a stimulus include 
the type of energy it represents, its intensity, and the location of 
the body it affects. Coding begins at the receptive neurons in 
the peripheral nervous system.

This is an Example of a Level-T wo Head That is 
Long Enough to Run on to Two Lines
Another term for stimulus type (heat, cold, sound, or pressure, 
for example) is stimulus modality. Modalities can be divided 
into submodalities: Cold and warm are submodalities of tem-
perature, whereas salt, sweet, bitter, and sour are submodalities 
of taste. The type of sensory receptor a stimulus activates plays 
the primary role in coding the stimulus modality.

Third-Level Heads Appear as Shown

The specialized receptor membrane where the initial ion channel 
changes occur does not generate action potentials. Instead, local 
current from the receptor membrane flows a short distance along 
vier. The receptor potential, like the synaptic potential discussed 
in Chapter 6, is a graded response to different stimulus intensities 
(Figure 7–2) and diminishes as it travels down the membrane.
 If the receptor membrane is on a separate cell, the recep-
tor potential there alters the release of neurotransmitter from 
that cell. The neurotransmitter diffuses across the extracellu-
causes . The combination of neurotransmitter with its binding 
sites generates a graded potential in the afferent neuron analo-
gous to either an excitatory postsynaptic potential or, in some 
cases, an postsynaptic potential.

 Factors that control the magnitude of the receptor po-
tential include stimulus strength, rate of change of stimulus 
strength, temporal summation of successive receptor potentials 
(see Figure 6–31), and a process called adaptation. This last 
process is a decrease in receptor sensitivity, which results in 
a decrease in action potential frequency in an afferent neuron 
despite a stimulus of constant strength (Figure 7–3).

 A + M* • ADP • Pi --------> A • M* • ADP • Pi (7-3) 

 Actin binding

 A = mean number of elements 
 B = total number of elements 
 C = summary number of elements 

 All the receptors of a single afferent neuron are prefer-
entially sensitive to the same type of stimulus; for example, 
they are all sensitive to cold or all to pressure. Adjacent sensory 

figure 5.2
Essit lut wisi ex eu faccum duis ad ming euisl dolupta tueros accumsa ndiamcor si. Agnit ute del enibh exerostion ulla facilit, velesse quatem 
euguer summodit, quatissim quis augiamc onseniat utat. Duismod olorer si.

Summary Box Title
Ecte minit alit, qui bla faccum dolor se molorte venit nullaor 
aliquip estisim quat aute tatummy num dolenibh etuero 
quatue tio dolesse quamet, vullan vel irit utet lum aut wisi.

n It ad tat am accummolenis nim ex eriustrud dit amet ea 
con henis nonsequi eros nisis dolorperos diat pratie

n Deliquisit wisisim ex et, velit iure facipit wis nostin essed 
minim iril eugiam quisim ver sequat. 

n Andre commy nostrud eumsandrerci blan er susto core 
feugiamet vulluptat, summodi onsecte feugait utpat 
doleniat, con hent utpat venibh esto consequat. 

n Duis dunt dolor si ting exeriustie feum nonsequ atincid 
uississe faci eugue ver adignim iure dui er alit vel ut 
numsan henismo dolorpe rcidui bla at.
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ously give rise either specialized endings of afferent neurons 
(Figure 7–1a) or separate cells that signal the afferent neurons 
by releasing specialized group chemical messengers (Figure 
7–1b). There are many types of sensory receptors, each of which 
responds much more readily to one form of energy than to othin 
normal functioning is known as its adequate stimulus. In addi-
tion, within the energy type that serves as a receptor’s adequate 
stimulus, a particular receptor responds best (i.e., at lowest 
threshold) to only a very narrow range of stimulus energies. For 
example, different individual receptors in the eye respond best to 
light (the adequate stimulus) in different wavelengths.

This is an Example of a Level-Three Head  
That is Long Enough to run on to Two Lines

How do we distinguish a strong stimulus from a weak one when 
the information about both stimuli is relayed by action poten-
tials that are all the same size? The frequency of action For 
tentials in a single receptor is one way, since increased stimulus 
strength means a larger receptor potential and more frequent 
action potential firing (review Figure 7–2).

how intensity is measured  In addition to increasing the fir-
ing frequency in a single afferent neuron, stronger stimuli usually 
affect a larger area and activate similar receptors on the endings 
of other afferent neurons. For example, when you touch a surface 
lightly with a finger, the area of skin in contact with the surface 
is small, and only the receptors in that skin area are stimulated. 
Pressing down firmly increases the area of skin stimulated. This 
“calling in” of receptors on neurons is known as recruitment. In 
addition to increasing the firing frequency in a single afferent 

table 25.1 a table title Spanning two Lines  
would go in this Location

This Is a Table Column Head

1. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And so 
this is how a table numbered list would look.

2. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And so 
this is how this is how a table numbered list would look, if one 
were looking  table numbered list.

3. A table numbered list would appear in this general way.  
And so to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

4. List would appear in this general way. And so this is how a table 
numbered list would look, if one were looking to see what a table 
list would appear to be.

5. And so this is how a table numbered list would look, if one were 
looking to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

6. And so this is how a table numbered list would look, if one were 
looking to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

7. To see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

neuron, stronger stimuli usually affect a larger area and activate 
similar receptors on the endings of other afferent neurons. For 
example, when you touch a surface lightly with a finger, the area 
of skin in contact with the surface is small, and only the recep-
tors in that skin area are stimulated. Pressing down firmly in-
creases the area of skin stimulated. This “calling in” of receptors 
on afferent neurons is known as recruitment.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the super 
cool renal corpuscle?
Is it reabsorbed?
Is it secreted?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 A third type of information to be signaled is the location 
of the stimulus—in other words, where the stimulus is being 
applied. It should be noted that in vision, hearing, and smell, 
stimulus location is interpreted as arising from the site from 
which the stimulus originated rather than on our body.
 As mentioned earlier, a given receptor type is particu-
larly sensitive to one stimulus modality—the adequate stimu-
lus—because of the signal transduction mechanisms and ion 
channels incorporated in the receptor’s plasma membrane. 
whose shape is transformed by light; these receptors also have 
intracellular mechanisms that cause changes in the pigment 
molecules to alter the activity of membrane ion channels and 
generate a receptor potential. 

n

n

n

n

figure 5.3
Essit lut wisi ex eu faccum duis ad ming euisl dolupta tueros 
accumsa ndiamcor si. Agnit ute del enibh exerostion ulla facilit, 
velesse quatem euguer summodit, quatissim quis augiamc 
onseniat utat. Duismod olorer si.

1 This is a sample footnote with an additional footnote falling below.
2 As shown here, the second sample footnote placed to base align with the 

adjacent column of text (right). Rule only appears above the first entry.
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 S E c t i O n  2   Sample Section Title
This Exemplifies the Position of a Section Subtitle

5.3 this is  a Sample of a Very 
Long head Le�el One that runs 
O�er onto three Lines
Converting stimulus energy into a signal that conveys the rel-
evant sensory information to the central nervous system is 
termed coding. Important characteristics of a stimulus include 
the type of energy it represents, its intensity, and the location of 
the body it affects. Coding begins at the receptive neurons in 
the peripheral nervous system.

This is an Example of a Level-T wo Head That is 
Long Enough to Run on to Two Lines
Stimulus location is coded by the site of a stimulated receptor, 
as well as by the fact that action potentials from each receptor 
travel along unique pathways to a specific region of the CNS as-
sociated only with that particular modality and body location. 
These distinct anatomical pathways are sometimes referred to 
as labeled lines. The precision, or acuity, with which we can lo-
cate and differentiate one stimulus from an adjacent one depends 
upon the amount of convergence of neuronal input in the specific 
ascending pathways: The greater the convergence, the less the 
acuity. Other factors affecting acuity are the size of the receptive 
field covered by a single sensory unit (Figure 7–6a), the density 
of sensory units, and the amount of overlap in nearby receptive 
fields. For example, it is easy to discriminate between two ad-
jacent stimuli (two-point discrimination) applied to the skin on 
your lips, where the sensory units are small and numerous, but it 
is harder to do so on the back, where the relatively few sensory 
units are large and widely spaced (Figure 7–6b). Locating sen-
sations from internal organs is less precise than from the skin 
because there are fewer afferent neurons in the internal organs 
and each has a larger receptive field.
 It is fairly easy to see why a stimulus to a neuron that has a 
small receptive field can be located more precisely than a stimu-
lus to a neuron with a large receptive field (Figure 7–6). How-
ever, more subtle mechanisms also exist that allow us to localize 
distinct stimuli within the receptive field of a single neuron. In 
some cases, receptive field overlap aids stimulus localization even 
though, intuitively, overlap would seem to “muddy” the image. In 
the next few paragraphs we will examine how this works.
 Since the receptor endings of different afferent neurons 
overlap, however, a stimulus will trigger activity in more than 
one sensory unit. In Figure 7–8, neurons A and C, stimulated 
near the edges of their receptive fields where the receptor density 
is low, fire action potentials less frequently than neuron B, stimu-
lated at the center of its receptive field. A high action potential 
frequency in neuron B occurring simultaneously with lower fre-

quencies in A and C provides the brain with a more accurate lo-
calization of the stimulus near the center of neuron B’s receptive 
field. Once this location is known, the brain can use the firing 
frequency of neuron B to determine stimulus intensity.
 The phenomenon of lateral inhibition is the most important 
mechanism enabling the localization of a stimulus site. In lateral 
inhibition, information from afferent neurons whose receptors 
are at the edge of a stimulus is strongly inhibited compared to 
information from the stimulus’s center. Figure 7–9 shows one 
neuronal arrangement that accomplishes lateral inhibition. The 
afferent neuron in the center (B) has a higher initial firing fre-
quency than the neurons on either side (A and C).  The number 
of action potentials transmitted in the lateral pathways is further 
decreased by inhibitory inputs to their postsynaptic cells as a re-
sult of the stimulation of inhibitory interneurons by the central 
neuron. While the lateral afferent neurons (A and C) also exert 
inhibition on the central pathway, their lower initial firing fre-
quency has less of an effect. Thus, lateral inhibition enhances 
the contrast between the center and periphery of a stimulated 
region, thereby increasing the brain’s ability to localize a sensory 
input. Lateral inhibition can occur at different levels in the sen-
sory pathways but typically happens at an early stage.
 Lateral inhibition can be demonstrated by pressing the 
tip of a pencil against your finger. With your eyes closed, you 
can localize the pencil point precisely, even though the region 
around the pencil tip is also indented, activating mechanorecep-
tors within this region (Figure 7–10). Exact localization is pos-
sible because lateral inhibition removes the information from 
the peripheral regions.
 Lateral inhibition is utilized to the greatest degree in the 
pathways providing the most accurate localization. For example, 
skin hair movements, which we can locate quite well, activate 
pathways that have significant lateral inhibition, but temperature 
and pain, which we can locate only poorly, activate pathways that 
use lateral inhibition to a lesser degree. Lateral inhibition is es-
sential for retinal processing, where it enhances visual acuity.
 Receptors differ in the way they respond to a constantly 
maintained stimulus—that is, in the way they undergo adaptation 
at the beginning of the stimulus indicates the stimulus strength, 
but after this initial response, the frequency differs widely in 
different types of receptors. As Figure 7–11 shows, some recep-
tors respond very rapidly at the stimulus onset, but, after their 
initial burst of activity, fire only very slowly or stop firing alto-
gether during the remainder of the stimulus. These are the rap-
idly adapting receptors. The rapid adaptation of these receptors 
codes for a restricted response in time to a stimulus, and they are 
important in signaling rapid change (e.g., vibrating or moving 
stimuli). Some receptors adapt so rapidly that they fire only a 
single action potential at the onset of a stimulus—a so-called “on 
response”—while others respond at the beginning of the stimu-
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table 25.2 a table title Spanning across a full text page width:  Including a Table Subtitle

The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci liquat vulla feum delesto 
con ea consed erostie feum quis at alisit lum autet amcorpe raesse min vendit lore tatet accum eugiat ullan vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis 
niam nis ea commodit lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il duisis num veraese quatet prat. Ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl dui eum 
vel inis ex estie minibh erciliquip exeros non etueraesecte min vullut am dolore magniam digna coreet ulla consendio doluptat wisi ea feugueril et, si.

T H I S  I S  a  T a B l e  S P a n  H e a d

This Is What a Table Side Head 
Would Look Like

Ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum niam nis comodit lam.

Ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum niam nis comodit lam.

Ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum niam nis comodit lam.

This Is a Table Side Head lam, consequamet, quisism 
odigna feugait auguerat

lam, consequamet, quisism lam, consequamet, quisism 
odigna feugait auguerat

And Another Table Side Head Ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum niam nis comodit lam.

Ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum niam nis comodit lam.

Ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum niam nis comodit lam.

Table adapted from “Goodman and Gilman’s The Pharmacological Basis of Theraputices,” Joel G. Hardman and Lee E. Limbrit, Perry B. Molinoff, Raymond W. Ruddon, and Alfred Goodman.

*Note that in many effctor organs, there are both alpha-adrenergic and beta-adrenergic receptors. Activation of these receptors may produce either the same or opposing effects.

lus and again at its removal—so-called “on-off responses.” The 
rapid fading of the sensation of clothes pressing on one’s skin is 
due to rapidly adapting receptors.

Most sensory pathways convey information about only a 
single type of sensory information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by information from 
mechanoreceptors, whereas another is influenced only 
by information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord and brain that 
carry information about single types of stimuli are 
known as the specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem and thalamus, 
and the final neurons in the pathways go from there to 
specific sensory areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

To avoid confusion in the remainder of this chapter, recall from 
Chapter 5 that the term receptor has two completely different 
meanings. One meaning is that of “sensory receptor,” as just 
defined. The second usage is for the individual proteins in the 
plasma membrane or inside the cell that bind specific chemical 
messengers, triggering an intracellular signal transduction path-
sion between these two meanings is magnified by the fact that 
the plasma membrane of the sensory receptor. If you are in doubt 
as to which meaning is intended, add the adjective “sensory” or 
“protein” to see which makes sense in the context.

This Is the Second Level Heading
Slowly adapting receptors maintain their response at or near the 
initial level of firing regardless of the stimulus duration (Figure 
7–11). These receptors signal slow changes or prolonged events, 
such as those that occur in the joint and muscle receptors that 
participate in the maintenance of upright posture when stand-
ing or sitting for long periods of time.

figure 5.4
Essit lut wisi ex eu faccum duis ad ming euisl dolupta tueros 
accumsa ndiamcor si. Agnit ute del enibh exerostion ulla facilit, 
velesse quatem euguer summodit, quatissim quis augiamc 
onseniat utat. Duismod olorer si. 

Equis Nonsequissi it, velis nisit ing eugiam digna conulluptat, sit wis 
do commy num iustrud corper suscidunt praessim inibh ea con ullam 
iduipisis nonse consequis nis autpat, vendre dolor sed tio odolenim 
vendre tet nim vendionsed dunt atem iuscipis adignia mconseq uipit, 
qui blan vel ute dolendit vel ulla faccums?
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Box 25–1

This Is a Sample Box Title
this is  a Sample of a Box head Le�el One 
that runs O�er onto two Lines

The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis 
alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci liquat 
vulla feum delesto con ea consed erostie feum quis at alisit lum autet 
amcorpe raesse min vendit lore tatet accum eugiat ullan vel illa facidui 
blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea commodit lam, consequamet, 
quisism odigna feugait auguerat il duisis num veraese quatet prat. 

This is an Example of a Level-T wo Box Head That is 
Long Enough to Run on to Two Lines
Ud tinismo lortisl diam quisit volore ming exeros er aci blandre feugait 
prat la feumsandre min velit vel ullam num quat veliquissim eros nis 
amet il init luptat acilla feu feumsan dionse mod exerosto odolese 
quiscil dolobore te dionull amconul laorerostrud ex exer si ex eugiat. 
Ure moleniscing elit augiat ad tem vel in utat.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?
 2. Is it reabsorbed?
 3. Is it secreted?
 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities filtered, 

reabsorbed, or secreted?

 Ulla facinci psuscidunt atueros alisl ut iusto el ulla faccum 
esectem venis adigna faccum exerit iure mod tat nosto odigniam 
quipsusto et, volendipsum zzriusc iliquam zzriure minit nibh et, vercil 

utpat. Duisit ad etum dolor si tat dolorperat, se minim alit, consed 
dolorem dolortie eniam zzrilit veriustrud tie magnisi.

Moreover, within an individual oganism, the properties of muscle 

cells differ from cells and epithelial cells because of the types of 

proteins type and the functions performed by these proteins.

 Im zzrit ver ad exer am at nonse volore magna facip et, ver sis 
si. Gait at. Minci estion elisim ing er sequam del ilit ipis alit vel inim dit 
volore doloreet, equat, commy nos numsan ut luptat.

Most sensory pathways convey information about only a single type 
of sensory information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by information from 
mechanoreceptors, whereas another is influenced only by. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem and thalamus, and the 
final neurons in the pathways go from there to specific sensory.

 Magna feu feugue dolor suscidunt wissim quat lor sed magna 
bla feugiat lorperci te faci esto od mincilit pratuer autatet del iriat.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?
Is it reabsorbed?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities filtered, 
reabsorbed, or secreted?

1 Im zzrit ver ad exer am at nonse volore magna facip et, ver sis delis dolore 
consed endre ming er sum in henit ate feum quis augiam eliquis amet, 
quissis digna feu faccumsan hendignit ut adit nonse cait at.

n

n

n

 

figure 5–2
Agnit ute del enibh exerostion ula facilit, velesse quatem euguer 
summodit, quatissim quis augiamc onseniat utat. Duismod beelas un 
vie usiu olorer nosse volere manga fae ie ver isuiue si.

Box table 25–1 title Spanning two Lines  
would go in this Location

This Is a Table Column Head

1. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And 
so this is how a table numbered list would look.

2. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And 
so this is how this is how a table numbered list would look, if 
one were looking  table numbered list.

3. A table numbered list would appear in this general way.  
And so to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis 
alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci 
eugiat ullan vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea 
commodit lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il 
duisis num veraese quatet prat. Ut bellas un veitas usi utem il ilit 
iuscilisl dit alisl dui eum vel inis ex estie minibh erciliquip exeros 
non etueraesecte min vullut am dolore magniam digna coreet 
ulla consendio doluptat wisi ea feugueril et, siui beiale.
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(Answers appear in Appendix A.)
 1. Choose the TRUE statement:

a. The modality of energy a given sensory receptor responds 
to in normal functioning is known as the “adequate 
stimulus” for that receptor.

b. Receptor potentials are “all-or-none,” that is, they have 
the same magnitude regardless of the strength of the 
stimulus.

c. When the frequency of action potentials along sensory 
neurons is constant continues, it is called “adaptation.”

d. When sensory units have large receptive fields, the acuity 
of perception is greater.

e. The “modality” refers to the intensity of a given stimulus.

 2. Using a single intracellular recording electrode, in what part 
of a sensory neuron could you simultaneously record both 
receptor potentials and action potentials?
a. in the cell body
b. at the node of Ranvier nearest the peripheral end
c. at the receptor membrane where the stimulus occurs
d. at the central axon terminals within the CNS

Sensory Receptors
 i. receptors translate information from the external and 

internal environments into graded potentials, which then.
a. Receptors may be either specialized endings of afferent 

neurons or separate cells at the ends of the neurons.
b. Receptors respond best to one form of stimulus energy, 

but they may respond to other energy forms if the 
stimulus intensity is abnormally high.

c. Regardless of how a specific receptor is stimulated, 
activation sensation. Not all receptor activations lead, 
however, to conscious sensations.

 ii. the transduction process in all sensory receptors involves—
either directly or indirectly—the opening or closing of ion 
channels in the receptor. Ions then flow across the membrane, 
causing a receptor potential.

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

Key Terms
acuity  216
adaptation  214
adequate stimulus  212
ascending pathway  220
auditory cortex  221

central sulcus  221
chemoreceptor  213
coding  214
cortical association area  221
labeled lines  216

lateral inhibition  218
mechanoreceptor  212
modality  215
nociceptor  213

nonspecific ascending 
pathway  221

perception  212
photoreceptor  212
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Questions

Summary
The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves—either 
directly or indirectly—the opening or closing of ion channels in 
the receptor. Ions then flow across the, a receptor potential.

 1. Sensory processing begins with the transformation of 
stimulus energy into graded potentials and then into action 
potentials in nerve fibers.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?
Is it reabsorbed?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities filtered, 
reabsorbed, or secreted?

 2. information carried in a sensory system may or may not 
lead to a conscious awareness of the stimulus.

Sensory Receptors
 I. Receptors translate information from the external and 

internal environments into graded potentials, which then.
a. Receptors may be either specialized endings of afferent 

neurons or separate cells at the ends of the neurons.
b. Receptors respond best to one form of stimulus energy, 

but they may respond to other energy forms if the 
stimulus intensity is abnormally high.

c. Regardless of how a specific receptor is stimulated, 
activation sensation. Not all receptor activations lead, 
however, to conscious sensations.

n

n

n

 II. The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves—
either directly or indirectly—the opening or closing of ion 
channels in the receptor. Ions then flow across the membrane, 
causing a receptor potential.

Unnumbered Summary Table Column Head

1. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And so 
this is how a table numbered list would look.

2. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And so 
this is how this is how a table numbered list would look, if one 
were looking  table numbered list.

3. A table numbered list would appear in this general way.  
And so to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis 
alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci eugiat 
ullan vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea commodit 
lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il duisis num 
veraese quatet prat. Ut bellas un veitas usi utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum vel inis ex estie minibh erciliquip exeros non etueraesecte 
min vullut am dolore magniam digna coreet ulla consendio doluptat 
wisi ea feugueril et, siui beiale.
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Critical Thinking Questions
(Answers appear in Appendix A.)
 1. Describe several mechanisms by which pain could 

theoretically be controlled medically or surgically.

 2. At what two sites would central nervous system injuries 
interfere with the perception that heat is being applied to 
nervous system injury interfere with the perception that heat 
is being applied to either side of the body?

 3. What would vision be like after a drug has destroyed all the 
cones in the retina?

 4. Damage to what parts of the cerebral cortex could explain 
the following behaviors? (a) A person walks into a chair placed 
applied to the end of the chain or segment of code displayed. 
(b) The person does not walk into the chair, but she does not 
know what the chair can be used for.

Answers to Chapter Questions
Figure 12–12 (a) Muscle V is –90 mV and neuron is –70 mV. this 

illustrates the fact that V is not the same in all cells. (b) Muscle 
ation potential is due to Na entering on the depolarization 
and K leaving on the repolarization.

Figure 12–22 Contraction is isometric at B because muscle does 
not shorten. Maximal velocity is at A, with zero muscle load.
How does the nervous system code information about 
stimulus intensity?
The nervous system code information about intensity?

Figure 12–23 (a) Muscle V is –90 mV and neuron is –70 mV. this 
illustrates the fact that V is not the same in all cells. (b) Muscle 
ation potential is due to Na entering on the depolarization 
and K leaving on the repolarization.

Figure 12–26c Biceps force x 5 cm = 7 kg x 25 cm. Biceps force = 
35 kg (additional).

Figure 12–31 Contraction is isometric at B because muscle does 
not shorten. Maximal velocity is at A, with zero muscle load.

n

n

1 This is a sample footnote with an additional footnote falling below.
2 As shown here, the second sample footnote placed to base align with the 

adjacent column of text (right). Rule only appears above the first entry.

Unnumbered Summary Table Column Head

1. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And so 
this is how a table numbered list would look.

2. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And so 
this is how this is how a table numbered list would look, if one 
were looking  table numbered list.

3. A table numbered list would appear in this general way.  
And so to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis 
alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci eugiat 
ullan vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea commodit 
lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il duisis num dui 
eum vel inis ex estie minibh erciliquip exeros non etueraesecte min 
vullut am dolore magniam digna coreet ulla consendio doluptat wisi 
ea feugueril et, siui beiale.

ARIS
Taxonomy deals with the naming of organisms; each species 
is given a binomial name consisting of the genus and specific 
epispecies has been assigned. When an organism is named, a 
species has been assigned to a particular genus.

www.mhhe.com/aRIS/biologytitleandedition
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Goals and Orientation
Information about the external world and about the body’s 
internal environment exists in different energy forms—pres-
sure, temperature, light, odorants, sound waves, chemical con-
centration, and so on. Sensory receptors at the peripheral ends 
of afferent neurons change these energy forms into graded 
potentials that can initiate action potentials, which travel into 
the central nervous system. The receptors are either special-
ized endings of afferent neurons or separate cells that signal 
the afferent neurons by releasing chemical messengers.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?

 2. Is it reabsorbed?
 3. Is it secreted?

Is it reabsorbed?
Is it secreted?

 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 There are many types of sensory receptors, each of 
which responds much more readily to one form of energy than 
to others. The type of energy to which a particular receptor re-
lus. In addition, within the general energy type that serves as 
a receptor’s adequate stimulus, a particular receptor responds 
best (i.e., at lowest threshold) to only a very narrow range.

Revision Highlights
There are several general classes of receptors that are charac-
terized by the type of energy to which they are sensitive. As 
the name indicates, mechanoreceptors respond to mechanical 
pressure, and muscle tension. Thermoreceptors detect both 
sensations of cold and warmth, and photoreceptors respond to 
particular light wavelengths. 

Illustration Program
The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves the 
opening or closing of ion channels that receive—either direct-
ly or through a second-messenger system—information about 
the internal and external world. The ion channels are present 
in a membrane located at the distal tip of the cell’s single axon 
or on the receptive membrane of specialized sensory cells.  

Chapter 1 Most sensory pathways convey information about 
only a single type of sensory information. 

Chapter 2 Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, whereas another is 
influenced only by information from thermoreceptors. 

■

■

Chapter 3 The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about single types of 
stimuli are known as the specific ascending pathways. 

Chapter 4 The specific pathways pass to the brainstem and 
thalamus, and the final neurons in the pathways go from 
there to specific sensory areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Supplements
The specialized receptor membrane where the initial ion 
channel changes occur does not generate action potentials. In-
stead, local current from the receptor membrane flows a short 
distance along the axon to a region where the membrane has 
first node of Ranvier. The receptor potential, like the synaptic 
potential discussed in translated into the language of graded 
potentials or action potentials. The energy that impinges upon 
and activates a sen response to different stimulus intensities 
and diminishes as it travels down the membrane.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?
Is it reabsorbed?
Is it secreted?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 A third type of information to be signaled is the location 
of the stimulus—in other words, where the stimulus is being 
and activates a sen that in vision, hearing, and smell, stimulus 
location is interpreted as arising from the site from which the 
stimulus originated rather than on our body.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?

 2. Is it reabsorbed?
a. Is it reabsorbed?
b. Is it secreted?

 3. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

Sequat adit dolor alis am, quat nit at. Uscillum quat vel et 
ulputat, quiscilit praesequatie modigna faci blam incipit velit 
nit ipit wissecte molent at. Aliquisl ex euissit, consenibh ex 
nisl diat dolobor ipisi blam, quissisi tat, conummolent illaore 
erci bla facipit autpatum dip ex exerosto consenibh eugiamet 
lobore dunt vel ex exer si tatet utem ex ea feuguer sis

■

■

■

■

1 This is a sample footnote with an additional footnote falling below.
2 As shown here, the second sample footnote placed to base align with the 

adjacent column of text (right). Rule only appears above the first entry.
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Answer Key

Chapter One
Test Questions

1-1	 Most	sensory	pathways	convey	information	about	only	a	
single	type	of	sensory	information.	

1-2	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	
from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

1-3	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

1-4	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	
thalamus,	and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	from	
there	to	specific	sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	
versa.

1-5	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	
from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

1-6	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

Chapter Two
Test Questions

2-1	 Most	sensory	pathways	convey	information	about	only	a	
single	type	of	sensory	information.	

2-2	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	
from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

2-3	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

2-4	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	
thalamus,	and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	from	
there	sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	versa.

2-5	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	
from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

2-6	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

2-7	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

2-8	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	
thalamus,	and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	from	
there	sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	versa.

Chapter Three
Test Questions

3-1	 Most	sensory	pathways	convey	information	about	only	a	
single	type	of	sensory	information.	

3-2	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	
from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

3-3	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

3-4	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	
thalamus,	and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	from	
there	sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	versa.

3-5	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	
from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

3-6	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

3-7	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

3-8	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	
thalamus,	and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	from	
there	sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	versa.

3-9	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	
from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

Chapter Four
Test Questions

4-1	 Most	sensory	pathways	convey	information	about	only	a	
single	type	of	sensory	information.	

4-2	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	
from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

4-3	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

4-4	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	
thalamus,	and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	from	
there	to	specific	sensory	areas	of	the	cortex	versa.

4-5	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	
from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

18-18	The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	
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Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory 
information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in 
the pathways go from there to specific 
sensory areas of the cerebral cortex 
versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific ascending pathways. 

Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensor. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons 
in the pathways go from there sensory 
areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific ascendin. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons 
in the pathways go from there sensory 
areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory 
information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons 
in the pathways go from there sensory 
areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific ascending pathways. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons 
in the pathways go from there sensory 
areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory 
information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in 
the pathways go from there to specific 
sensory areas of the cerebral cortex 
versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in 
the pathways go from there to specific 
sensory areas of the cerebral cortex 
versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific ascending pathways. 

Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory 
information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons 
in the pathways go from there sensory 
areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific ascending pathways. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific ascending pathways. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons 
in the pathways go from there sensory 
areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as 
the specific ascending pathways. 
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Glossary

A 

abscisic acid (ABA) (ab-SIZ-ik) A plant hormone 
that causes stomates to close and that initiates 
and maintains dormancy. 579

abscission (ab-SIZH-un) The dropping of leaves, 
fruits, or flowers from a plant. [L. ab, away, 
and sciss, cut] 579

acetylcholine (ACh) (uh-set-ul-KOH-leen) A 
neurotransmitter active in both the peripheral 
and central nervous systems. 718

acetylcholinesterase (AChE) (uh-set-ul-koh-luh-
NES-tuh-rays) An enzyme that breaks down 
acetylcholine bound to postsynaptic receptors 
within a synapse. 718

acetyl-CoA A molecule made up of a two-carbon 
acetyl group attached to coenzyme A. The 
acetyl group enters the Krebs cycle for further 
oxidation. 145

acid A compound tending to raise the hydrogen 
ion concentration in a solution and to lower its 
pH numerically. [L. acidus, sour] 36

acid deposition The return to earth as rain or 
snow of the sulfate or nitrate salts of acids 
produced by commercial and industrial 
activities. 894

amphibian A member of a class of terrestrial 
vertebrates that includes frogs, toads, and 
salamanders; they are still tied to a watery 
environment for reproduction. [Gk. amph, on 
both sides] 512

acetyl-CoA A molecule made up of a two-carbon 
acetyl group attached to coenzyme A. The 
acetyl group enters the Krebs cycle for further 
oxidation. 145

acid A compound tending to raise the hydrogen 
ion concentration in a solution and to lower its 
pH numerically. [L. acidus, sour] 36

acid deposition The return to earth as rain or 
snow of the sulfate or nitrate salts of acids 
produced by and industrial activities. 894

amphibian A member of a class of terrestrial 
vertebrates that includes frogs, toads, and 
salamandersenvironment for reproduction. 
[Gk. amph, on  they are still tied to a watery 
reproduction. [Gk. amph, on both sides] 512

amylase A starch digesting enzyme secreted by 
salivary glands and pancreas. 671

angiosperm A flowering plant; the seeds are 
borne within a fruit. [Gk. ang, vessel, and 
sperm, seed] 457

annelid A member of the phylum Annelida, which 
includes clam worms, tubeworms, earthworms 
and leeches; characterized by a environment 
for reproduction. [Gk. amph, on segmented 
body. [L. annelus, little ring] 490

antigen A foreign substance, usually a protein or 
a polysaccharide, that stimulates the immune 

system to react, such as to produce antibodies. 
[Gk. anti, against, and gene, origin] 654

antigen A foreign substance, usually a protein, 
that stimulates the immune system to react, 
such as to produce . anti, against, and gene, 
origin] 641amphibian A member of a class 
of terrestrial vertebrates that includes frogs, 
toads, and salamanders; they are still tied to 
a watery environment for reproduction. [Gk. 
amph, on both sides] 512

acid A compound tending to raise the hydrogen 
ion concentration in a solution and to lower its 
pH numerically. [L. acidus, sour] 36

acid deposition The return to earth as rain or 
snow of the sulfate or salts of acids produced 
by commercial and industrial activities. 894

B
bacteriophage (bak-TEER-ee-uh-fayj) A virus 

that parasitizes a bacterial cell as its host, often 
destroying it by lytic action. [Gk. bact, rod, 
and phag, eat] 233, 398

bacterium (pl., bacteria) A unicellular organism 
that lacks a nucleus and cytoplasmic organelles 
other than ribosomes; reproduces by binary 
fission and occurs in one of three shapes (rod, 
sphere, spiral). [Gk. bact, rod] 66, 401

Barr body A dark-staining body (discovered by 
M. Barr) in the nuclei of female mammals 
which contains a condensed, inactive X 
chromosome. 263

base compound tending to lower the hydrogen ion 
concentration in a solution and raise its pH 
numerically. 36

Barr body A dark-staining body (discovered by 
M. Barr) in the nuclei of female mammals 
which contains a condensed, inactive X 
chromosome. 263

base A compound tending to lower the and raise 
its pH numerically. 36

bacterium (pl., bacteria) A unicellular organism 
that lacks a nucleus and cytoplasmic organelles 
other than ribosomes; reproduces by binary 
fission and occurs in one of three shapes (rod, 
sphere, spiral). [Gk. bact, rod] 66, 401

Barr body A dark-staining body (discovered by 
M. Barr) in the nuclei of female mammals 
which contains a condensed, inactive X 
chromosome. 263

base compound tending to lower the hydrogen ion 
concentration in a solution and raise its pH 
numerically. 36

base A compound tending to lower the and raise 
its pH numerically. 36

 base compound tending to lower the hydrogen 
ion concentration in a solution and raise its pH 
numerically. 36

C
C3 plant A plant that directly uses the Calvin 

cycle; the first detected molecule during 
photosynthesis is PGA, a three-carbon 
molecule. 130

C4 plant A plant that fixes carbon dioxide to 
produce a C4 molecule that releases carbon 
dioxide to the Calvin cycle. 130

Calvin cycle A series of photosynthetic reactions 
in which carbon dioxide is fixed and reduced 
in the chloroplast. 127

CAM plant A plant that fixes carbon dioxide at 
night to produce a C4 molecule that releases 
carbon dioxide to the Calvin cycle during 
the day; CAM stands for crassulacean-acid 
metabolism. 130

cancer A malignant tumor whose 
nondifferentiated cells exhibit loss of contact 
inhibition, uncontrolled growth, and the ability 
to invade tissues and metastasize. 268

capillary A microscopic blood vessel; gas and 
nutrient exchange occurs across the walls of a 
capillary. [L. capilla, hair] 630

carbohydrate A class of organic compounds 
consisting of carbon, hydrogen, and 
oxygen atoms; includes monosaccharides, 
disaccharides, and polysaccharides. [L. carbo, 
charcoal, and Gk. hydr, water] 45

carbon dioxide (CO2) fixation Photosynthetic 
reaction in which carbon dioxide is attached to 
an organic compound. 128

carbonic anhydrase An enzyme in red blood 
cells that speeds the formation of carbonic 
acid from water and carbon dioxide. [Gk. an, 
without, and hydr, water] 691

cancer A malignant tumor whose 
nondifferentiated cells exhibit loss of contact 
inhibition, uncontrolled growth, and the ability 
to invade tissues and metastasize. 268

CAM plant A plant that fixes carbon dioxide 
at night to produce a C4 molecule that 
releases carbon dioxide to the Calvin cycle 
crassulacean-acid metabolism. 130

capillary A microscopic blood vessel; gas and 
nutrient exchange occurs across the walls of a 
capillary. [L. capilla, hair] 630

CAM plant A plant that fixes carbon dioxide 
at night to produce a C4 molecule that 
releases carbon dioxide to the Calvin cycle 
crassulacean-acid metabolism. 130

capillary A microscopic blood vessel; gas and 
nutrient exchange occurs across the walls of a 
capillary. [L. capilla, hair] 630

carbohydrate A class of organic compounds 
consisting of carbon, hydrogen, and 
disaccharides, and polysaccharides. [L. carbo, 
charcoal, and Gk. hydr, water] 45
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Boldface page numbers corespond 
with boldface terms in the text. Page 
numbers followed by an “f” indicate 
figures; page numbers followed by a 
“t” indicate tabular material

A 
Abiotic environment, 840
Abscisic acid (ABA), 579, 582 (table)
Abscission, 579
Absorption spectrum, 121
Acceptor (electron), 30
Accessory reproductive organs, 787
Acetylcholine (ACh), 718, 719, 723
Acetylcholinesterase (AChE), 718
Acetyl-CoA, 144, 145
Achene, 595
Acid, 36, 37
Acid deposition, 894, 895

effect of, on plant nutrition, 559
Acoelomates, 466, 474–77, 480 

(table)
Acquired immunodeficiency 

syndrome. See AIDS (acquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome)

Acromegaly, 774
Acrosome, 793
ACTH (adrenocorticotropic 

hormone), 773, 774
Actin, 760, 761
Actin filaments, 76–77
Action potential, 716, 717
Action spectrum, 121
Active immunity, 661
Active site (enzyme), 109
Active transport, 94

means of, 90 (table), 94–97
Adaptation of organisms, 291, 303
behavior and, 830–32
biogeography and, 298–99, 305

as characteristic of life, 5, 11
natural selection as mechanism of, 

300–301
Adaptive radiation, 325
Adenine (A), 235
Adenoids, 651
Adenosine diphosphate (ADP),  

57, 114
Adenosine triphosphate. See ATP 

(adenosine triphosphate)
Adenovirus, 396
ADH (antidiuretic hormone),  

706, 771
Adhesion junction, 98, 99, 613
Adipose tissue, 614
Adolescence, 817
ADP (adenosine diphosphate),  

57, 114
Adrenal glands, 772 (table), 776

Adrenocorticotropic hormone 
(ACTH), 773, 774

Adult (insect), 498
Aerobic organisms, 404
Aerobic respiration, 112, 144–47

efficiency of, 148
electron transport system in, 

146–47
Krebs cycle in, 145

overview of, 138
transition reaction in, 144

Afferent arteriole, 702, 703
Africa, sickle-cell trait in, 221
African sleeping sickness, 422
Australopithecines, 362–63
means of, 90 (table), 94–97
Adaptation of organisms, 291, 303

behavior and, 830–32
biogeography and, 298–99, 305
as characteristic of life, 5, 11
natural selection as mechanism of, 

300–303
Adaptive radiation, 325
Adenine (A), 235
Abiotic environment, 840
Abscisic acid (ABA), 579, 582 (table)
Abscission, 579
Absorption spectrum, 121
Acceptor (electron), 30
Accessory reproductive organs, 787
Acetylcholine (ACh), 718, 719, 723
Acetylcholinesterase (AChE), 718
Acetyl-CoA, 144, 145
Achene, 595
Acid, 36, 37
Acid deposition, 894, 895

effect of, on plant nutrition, 559
Acoelomates, 466, 474–77,  

480 (table)
Acquired immunodeficiency 

syndrome. See AIDS (acquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome)

Acromegaly, 774
Acrosome, 793
ACTH (adrenocorticotropic 

hormone), 773, 774
Actin, 760, 761
Actin filaments, 76–77
Action potential, 716, 717
Action spectrum, 121
Active immunity, 661
Active site (enzyme), 109
Active transport, 94

means of, 90 (table), 94–97
Adaptation of organisms, 291, 303
behavior and, 830–32
biogeography and, 298–99, 305

as characteristic of life, 5, 11
natural selection as mechanism of, 

300–301

Adaptive radiation, 325
Adenine (A), 235
Adenoids, 651
Adenosine diphosphate (ADP),  

57, 114
Adenosine triphosphate. See ATP 

(adenosine triphosphate)
Adenovirus, 396
ADH (antidiuretic hormone),  

706, 771
Adhesion junction, 98, 99, 613
Adipose tissue, 614
Adolescence, 817
ADP (adenosine diphosphate),  

57, 114
Adrenal glands, 772 (table), 776
Adrenocorticotropic hormone 

(ACTH), 773, 774
Adult (insect), 498
Aerobic organisms, 404
Aerobic respiration, 112, 144–47

efficiency of, 148
electron transport system in, 

146–47
Krebs cycle in, 145

overview of, 138
transition reaction in, 144

Afferent arteriole, 702, 703
Africa, sickle-cell trait in, 221
African sleeping sickness, 422
Australopithecines, 362–63
means of, 90 (table), 94–97
Adaptation of organisms, 291, 303

behavior and, 830–32
biogeography and, 298–99, 305
as characteristic of life, 5, 11
natural selection as mechanism of, 

300–303
Adaptive radiation, 325
Adenine (A), 235

B 
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement system 
against, 654
asexual reproduction in, 403
directional selection in, 318
endospores of, 403
features of, 66
gene cloning using viruses and, 278
genetically engineered, 278
F. GriffithÕs experiment on 

transformed, 232, 233
infections caused by, 407
of Lyme disease, 854–55
nitrogen fixing, 283, 405, 560, 561
nutrition of autotrophic and 

heterotrophic, 404–5
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831

Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement system 
against, 654
asexual reproduction in, 403
directional selection in, 318
endospores of, 403
features of, 66
gene cloning using viruses and, 278
genetically engineered, 278
F. GriffithÕs experiment on 

transformed, 232, 233
infections caused by, 407
of Lyme disease, 854–55
nitrogen fixing, 283, 405, 560, 561
nutrition of autotrophic and 

heterotrophic, 404–5
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 

831Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement against, 654
asexual reproduction in, 403
cell division in, 166
chemosynthetic, 404
chromosome of, 166
classification of, 405–7
of Lyme disease, 854–55
nitrogen fixing, 283, 405, 560, 561
nutrition of autotrophic and 

heterotrophic, 404–5
Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement system 
against, 654
asexual reproduction in, 403
directional selection in, 318
endospores of, 403
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Bacteria, 401–5
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement system 
against, 654
asexual reproduction in, 403
directional selection in, 318
endospores of, 403
features of, 66
gene cloning using viruses and, 278
genetically engineered, 278
F. GriffithÕs experiment on 

transformed, 232, 233
infections caused by, 407
of Lyme disease, 854–55
nitrogen fixing, 283, 405, 560, 561
nutrition of autotrophic and 

heterotrophic, 404–5
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement system 
against, 654
asexual reproduction in, 403
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directional selection in, 318
endospores of, 403
features of, 66
gene cloning using viruses and, 278
genetically engineered, 278
F. GriffithÕs experiment on 

transformed, 232, 233
infections caused by, 407
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement system 
against, 654
asexual reproduction in, 403
directional selection in, 318
endospores of, 403
features of, 66
gene cloning using viruses and, 278
genetically engineered, 278
F. GriffithÕs experiment on 

transformed, 232, 233
infections caused by, 407
of Lyme disease, 854–55
nitrogen fixing, 283, 405, 560, 561
nutrition of autotrophic and 

heterotrophic, 404–5
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement system 
against, 654
Bacteria, 401–5

C  
C3 plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 127–29
C4 plant, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130–31
Calcitonin, 775
Calcium
human nutrition and, 679, 680
parathyroid gland regulation of blood, 

775
Callus, 577, 600
Calvin cycle, 127–29
Cambrian period, 343, 356
explosion of life forms in, 525–26
Camera-type eye, 488
CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130, 131
Cancer, 268–74
causes and origins of, 269–72
cell cycle and, 161
characteristics of, 268
diagnosis of, 282
gene therapy for, 285
genital warts as cause of, 800
lung, 693
lymphokines and, 662
prevention of, 273–74
research on, 269
skin, 273, 619, 621
testing for, 273
virus as cause of, 270–71, 399–400
Cancer in situ, 268
Candida albicans, 439
Capillaries, 630, 642, 643
peritubular, 703

Capsid (virus), 397
Capsule (bacterial), 402
Capsule (moss sporangium), 446, 447
Carapace (horseshoe crab), 494
Carbaminohemoglobin, 691
Carbohydrates, 42, 45–47, 58 (table)
cellular respiration and breakdown of, 

139–48
as energy source, 149–50
Calvin cycle, 127–29
Cambrian period, 343, 356
explosion of life forms in, 525–26
Camera-type eye, 488
CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)

CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130, 131
Cancer, 268–74
causes and origins of, 269–72
cell cycle and, 161
characteristics of, 268
diagnosis of, 282
gene therapy for, 285
genital warts as cause of, 800
lung, 693
lymphokines and, 662
prevention of, 273–74
research on, 269
skin, 273, 619, 621
testing for, 273
virus as cause of, 270–71, 399–400
Cancer in situ, 268
Candida albicans, 439
Capillaries, 630, 642, 643
peritubular, 703
Capsid (virus), 397
Capsule (bacterial), 402
Capsule (moss sporangium), 446, 447
Carapace (horseshoe crab), 494
Carbaminohemoglobin, 691
Carbohydrates, 42, 45–47, 58 (table)
cellular respiration and breakdown of, 

139–48
as energy source, 149–50
Calvin cycle, 127–29
Cambrian period, 343, 356
explosion of life forms in, 525–26
Camera-type eye, 488
CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)
Camera-type eye, 488
CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)
CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130, 131
Cancer, 268–74
causes and origins of, 269–72
CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130, 131
Cancer, 268–74
causes and origins of, 269–72
cell cycle and, 161
characteristics of, 268
diagnosis of, 282
gene therapy for, 285
genital warts as cause of, 800
C3 plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 127–29
C4 plant, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130–31

Calcitonin, 775
Calcium
human nutrition and, 679, 680
C3 plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 127–29
C4 plant, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130–31
Calcitonin, 775
Calcium
human nutrition and, 679, 680
parathyroid gland regulation of blood, 

775
Callus, 577, 600
Calvin cycle, 127–29
Cambrian period, 343, 356
explosion of life forms in, 525–26
Camera-type eye, 488
CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130, 131
Cancer, 268–74
causes and origins of, 269–72
cell cycle and, 161
characteristics of, 268
diagnosis of, 282
gene therapy for, 285
genital warts as cause of, 800
lung, 693
lymphokines and, 662
prevention of, 273–74
research on, 269
skin, 273, 619, 621
testing for, 273
virus as cause of, 270–71, 399–400
Cancer in situ, 268
Candida albicans, 439
Capillaries, 630, 642, 643
peritubular, 703
Capsid (virus), 397
Capsule (bacterial), 402
Capsule (moss sporangium), 446, 447
Carapace (horseshoe crab), 494
Carbaminohemoglobin, 691
Carbohydrates, 42, 45–47, 58 (table)
cellular respiration and breakdown of, 

139–48
as energy source, 149–50
Calvin cycle, 127–29
Cambrian period, 343, 356
explosion of life forms in, 525–26
Camera-type eye, 488
CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)
CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130, 131
Cancer, 268–74
causes and origins of, 269–72
cell cycle and, 161
characteristics of, 268
diagnosis of, 282
gene therapy for, 285
genital warts as cause of, 800
lung, 693
lymphokines and, 662
prevention of, 273–74
research on, 269
skin, 273, 619, 621
testing for, 273
virus as cause of, 270–71, 399–400
Cancer in situ, 268

Candida albicans, 439
Capillaries, 630, 642, 643
peritubular, 703
Capsid (virus), 397
Capsule (bacterial), 402
Capsule (moss sporangium), 446, 447
Carapace (horseshoe crab), 494
Carbaminohemoglobin, 691
Carbohydrates, 42, 45–47, 58 (table)
cellular respiration and breakdown 

of, 139–48CAM plants, 130, 131 
(table)

carbon dioxide fixation in, 130, 131
Cancer, 268–74
causes and origins of, 269–72
CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130, 131
Cancer, 268–74
causes and origins of, 269–72
cell cycle and, 161
characteristics of, 268
diagnosis of, 282
gene therapy for, 285
genital warts as cause of, 800
C3 plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 127–29
C4 plant, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130–31
Calcitonin, 775 human nutrition and, 

679, 680
Candida albicans, 439
Capillaries, 630, 642, 643
peritubular, 703
Capsid (virus), 397
Capsule (bacterial), 402
Capsule (moss sporangium), 446, 447
Carapace (horseshoe crab), 494
Carbaminohemoglobin, 691
Carbohydrates, 42, 45–47, 58 (table)
cellular respiration and breakdown of, 

139–48
as energy source, 149–50
Calvin cycle, 127–29
Cambrian period, 343, 356
explosion of life forms in, 525–26
Camera-type eye, 488
CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)
Camera-type eye, 488
CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)
CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130, 131
Cancer, 268–74
causes and origins of, 269–72
CAM plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130, 131
Cancer, 268–74
causes and origins of, 269–72
cell cycle and, 161
characteristics of, 268
diagnosis of, 282
gene therapy for, 285
genital warts as cause of, 800
C3 plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 127–29
C4 plant, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130–31
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E d i t i o n  n u m b E r

Author Name One
Author One Affiliation

Author Name Two
Author Two Affiliation 
Which Happens to Run on to Two Line 

Secondary Author Name
Secondary Author Affiliation

Secondary Author Name
Secondary Author Affiliation



	 	 �

Author one
Author One Affiliation

Sum nim iriurer iure con vel eugait amconum ing eugait velenit in henim eum 
vulputate commodo lobore conse te eugiam nim velenisl ipit endre tio od 
eraessenibh eugiamet wis alis estie iniscil ipsusto ea alis nim quat irit adipsum iure 
tem velit nostio adionsequat vulputat, volenibh exer in vulla conse tat nosto enim 
iure feugait, euguero consendit inisiscipsum ex ea augait in ea con et, consed 
tionull ummolorer ing erit lan exerillaore vent amconse eugueros nullandre 
dolobore ming eratem ent vel dolortin ea.

Author two
Author Two Affiliation

Sum nim iriurer iure con vel eugait amconum ing eugait velenit in henim eum 
vulputate commodo lobore conse te eugiam nim velenisl ipit endre tio od 
eraessenibh eugiamet wis alis estie consed adionsequat vulputat, volenibh exer in 
vulla conse tat nosto enim ming et iliquat, core magna feuis at, verciniat adipsum 
et iniscil ipsusto ea alis nim quat irit adipsum iure tem velit nostio enisis eliquis 
adiam autatue rcilisis nit luptat luptat vel utpat. 

Author three
Author Three Affiliation

Sum nim iriurer iure con vel eugait amconum ing eugait velenit in henim eum 
vulputate commodo lobore conse te eugiam nim velenisl ipit endre tio od 
eraessenibh eugiamet wis alis estie consed ming et iliquat, core magna feuis 
at, verciniat adipsum et iniscil ipsusto ea alis nim quat irit adipsum iure tem velit 
nostio adionsequat vulputat, volenibh exer in vulla conse tat nosto enim iure 
feugait, euguero consendit inisiscipsum ex ea augait in ea con et, consed tionull 
ummolorer ing erit lan exerillaore vent amconse eugueros consed ming et iliquat, 
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Goals and Orientation
Information about the external world and about the body’s in-
ternal environment exists in different energy forms—pressure, 
temperature, light, odorants, sound waves, chemical concen-
tration, and so on. Sensory receptors at the peripheral ends of 
afferent neurons change these energy forms into graded poten-
tials that can initiate action potentials, which travel into the 
central nervous system. The receptors are either specialized 
endings of afferent neurons or separate cells that signal the af-
ferent neurons by releasing chemical messengers.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?

 2. Is it reabsorbed?
 3. Is it secreted?
 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 

filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 There are many types of sensory receptors, each of which 
responds much more readily to one form of energy than to oth-
ers. The type of energy to which a particular receptor responds 
in normal functioning is known as its adequate stimulus. In 
addition.

Revision Highlights
There are several general classes of receptors that are charac-
terized by the type of energy to which they are sensitive. As 
the name indicates, mechanoreceptors respond to mechanical 
pressure, and muscle tension. Thermoreceptors detect both 
sensations of cold and warmth. 

Illustration Program
The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves the 
opening or closing of ion channels that receive—either directly 
or through a second-messenger system—information about 
the internal and external world. The ion channels are present 
in a membrane located at the distal tip of the cell’s single axon 
or on the receptive membrane of specialized sensory cells.  

Chapter 1 Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory information. 

Chapter 2 Thus, one pathway is influenced only 
by information from mechanoreceptors, whereas 
another is influenced only by information from 
thermoreceptors. 

Chapter 3 The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
stimuli are known as the specific ascending pathways. 

�iii  table	of	Contents 	 	 ix

Chapter 4 The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in the pathways 
go from there to specific sensory areas of the cerebral 
cortex versa.

Illustration Program Highlights
The specialized receptor membrane where the initial ion chan-
nel changes occur does not generate action potentials. 

The receptor potential, like the synaptic potential different 
stimulus intensities and diminishes as it travels down the 
membrane.

Jennifer Carr Burtwistle
Northeast Community College 

 Instead, local current from the receptor membrane flows a 
short distance along the axon to a region where the mempinges 
upon and activates a sen response to different stimulus intensi-
ties and diminishes as it travels down the membrane.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal?
Is it reabsorbed?
Is it secreted?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 A third type of information to be signaled is the location 
of the stimulus—in other words, where the stimulus is being
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PrefaCe	Box	title

This Is a Sample Box Subtitle

this	is		a	sample	of	a	Box	Head	level	
one	that	Runs	over	onto	two	lines

The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis 
alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci 
liquat vulla feum delesto con ea consed erostie feum quis at alisit 
lum autet amcorpe raesse min vendit lore tatet accum eugiat ullan 
vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea commodit 
lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il duisis num 
veraese quatet prat. 

this	is	an	example	of	a	level-two	Box	Head	that	is	
long	enough	to	Run	on	to	two	lines

Ud tinismo lortisl diam quisit volore ming exeros er aci blandre 
feugait prat la feumsandre min velit vel ullam num quat veliquissim 
eros nis amet il init luptat acilla feu feumsan dionse mod exerosto 
odolese quiscil dolobore te dionull amconul laorerostrud ex exer 
si ex eugiat. Ure moleniscing elit augiat ad tem vel in utat.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?
 2. Is it reabsorbed?
 3. Is it secreted?
 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities filtered, 

reabsorbed, or secreted?

 Ulla facinci psuscidunt atueros alisl ut iusto el ulla faccum 
esectem venis adigna faccum exerit iure mod tat nosto oquipsusto 
et, volendipsum zzriusc iliquam zzriure minidigniam quipsusto 
et, volendipsum zzriusc iliquam zzriure minit nibh et, vercil 
utpat. Duisit ad etum dolor si tat dolorperat, se minim alit, consed 
dolorem dolortie eniam zzrilit veriustrud tie magnisi.
 The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si 
essequisis alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem 
eui tatisci liquat vulla feum delesto con ea consed erostie feum 
quis at alisit lum autet amcorpe raesse min vendit lore tatet accum 
eugiat ullan vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea 
commodit lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il 
duisis num veraese quatet prat. 

Moreover, within an individual oganism, the properties of 
muscle cells differ from cells and epithelial cells because of 
the types of proteins type and the functions performed by 
these proteins.

 Im zzrit ver ad exer am at nonse volore magna facip et, ver 
sis si. Gait at. Minci estion elisim ing er sequam del ilit ipis alit vel 
inim dit volore doloreet, equat, commy nos numsan ut luptat.

Most sensory pathways convey information about only a 
single type of sensory information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by information from 
mechanoreceptors, whereas another is influenced only by 
more than one pathway. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem and thalamus, 
and the final neurons in the pathways go from there to 
specific sensory.

 Magna feu feugue dolor suscidunt wissim quat lor sed magna 
bla feugiat lorperci te faci esto od mincilit pratuer autatet del 
iriat.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?
Is it reabsorbed?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities filtered, 
reabsorbed, or secreted?

 Ud tinismo lortisl diam quisit volore ming exeros er aci 
blandre feugait prat la feumsandre min velit vel ullam num 
quat veliquissim eros nis amet il init luptat acilla feu feumsan 
dionse mod exerosto odolese quiscil dolobore te dionull amconul 
laorerostrud ex exer si ex eugiat. Ure moleniscing elit augiat ad 
tem vel in utat.The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer 
si essequisis alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem 
eui tatisci liquat vulla feum delesto con ea consed erostie feum 
quis at alisit lum autet amcorpe raesse min vendit lore tatet accum 
eugiat ullan vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea 
commodit lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il 
duisis num veraese quatet prat. 
 The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si 
essequisis alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem eui 
tatisci liquat vulla feum delestore tatet accum eugiat ullan vel illa 
facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis.

●

●

●

Agnit ute del enibh exerostion ula facilit, velesse quatem euguer 
summodit, quatissim quis augiamc onseniat utat. Duismod beelas un 
vie usiu olorer nosse volere manga fae ie ver isuiue si.
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Chapter	outline
sPeCifiC	sensory	systeMs

Somatic Sensation
Touch and Pressure
Sense of Posture and Movement
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Pain
Neural Pathways of the Somatosensory System

Vision
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Overview of Eye Anatomy
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Eye Movement

Chapter	objectives
understand how a packet-switching unix-based network 
works. 

Learn how hostnames are converted to iP addresses 
using the file /etc/hosts. 

Learn how hostnames are replaced with fully qualified 
domain names (FQdn) on the web or computer-based 
internet. 

use talk to conduct a real-time, text-based conversation 
with another user. 

display details of users on a remote system with digit or 
finger. 

use telnet and rlogin to log on to a remote location 
machine. 

use ftp and rcp to transfer files between two remote 
machines. 

Learn the configuration settings needed to enable the 
use of rlogin, rcp and rsh. 
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Light
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Chapter	objectives
understand how a packet-switching unix-based network 
works. 

Learn how hostnames are converted to iP addresses 
using the file /etc/hosts. 

Learn how hostnames are replaced with fully qualified 
domain names (FQdn) on the web or computer-based 
internet. 

use talk to conduct a real-time, text-based conversation 
with another user. 

display details of users on a remote system with digit or 
finger. 

use telnet and rlogin to log on to a remote location 
machine. 

use ftp and rcp to transfer files between two remote 
machines. 
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C h a P t e r

P a r t 1 	 sample	Part	title	goes	in	this	loacation

Chapter	outline
sPeCifiC	sensory	systeMs

Somatic Sensation
Touch and Pressure
Sense of Posture and Movement
Temperature
Pain
Neural Pathways of the Somatosensory System

Vision
Light
Overview of Eye Anatomy
The Optics of Vision
Photoreceptor Cells and Phototransduction
Neural Pathways of Vision
Color Vision
Eye Movement

Hearing
Sound
Sound Transmission in the Ear
Hair Cells of the Organ of Corti
Neural Pathways in Hearing

Vestibular System
The Semicircular Canals
The Utricle and Saccule
Vestibular Information and Pathways

Chemical Senses
Taste
Smell

Additional Clinical Examples
Hearing and Balance: Losing Both at Once
Color Blindness

Hearing
Sound
Sound Transmission in the Ear
Hair Cells of the Organ of Corti
Neural Pathways in Hearing

Chapter Title
With Sample Chapter Subtitle 2

The outstanding accomplishment of  twentieth-century bi-

ology has been the discover of the chemical basis of heri-

dity and its relationship toprotein synthesis. Whether an 

organism is a human being or a mouse, has blue eyes or black, has 

light skin or dark, is determined by its proteins. moreover, within 

an individual organism, the properties of muscle cells differ from 

those of nerve cells and epithelial cells because of the tuypes of 

proteins present in each cell type and the functions performed by 

these synthesizing of the cell proteins. the instructions are into 

proteins.

the heredity material in each cell contains instructions for ex-

cellent synthesizing of the cell proteins. the instructions are coded 

into dnA molecules. Given that different cell types have different 

that daughter cells at the time of cell division. Cells differ in struc-

ture and function because on a portion of the total genetic infor-

mation common to all cells is used by any given cell to synthesize 

proteins.
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	 Chapter	number	 Title  309

Chapter	outline
sPeCifiC	sensory	systeMs

Somatic Sensation
Touch and Pressure
Sense of Posture and Movement
Temperature
Pain
Neural Pathways of the Somatosensory System

Vision
Light
Overview of Eye Anatomy
The Optics of Vision
Photoreceptor Cells and Phototransduction
Neural Pathways of Vision
Color Vision
Eye Movement

Chapter	objectives
understand how a packet-switching unix-based network 
works. 

Learn how hostnames are converted to iP addresses 
using the file /etc/hosts. 

Learn how hostnames are replaced with fully qualified 
domain names (FQdn) on the web or computer-based 
internet. 

use talk to conduct a real-time, text-based conversation 
with another user. 

display details of users on a remote system with digit or 
finger. 

use telnet and rlogin to log on to a remote location 
machine. 

use ftp and rcp to transfer files between two remote 
machines. 

Learn the configuration settings needed to enable the 
use of rlogin, rcp and rsh. 
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Sample of a Chapter opener photo caption locatiation.

This is a Sample 
Chapter Title16 When the outstanding accomplishment of  twen-

tieth-century biology has been the discover of 

the chemical basis of heridity and its relationship 

toprotein synthesis. Whether an organism is a human being or a 

mouse, has blue eyes or black, has light skin or dark, is determined 

by its proteins. moreover, within an individual organism, the prop-

erties of muscle cells differ from those of nerve cells and epithe-

lial cells because of the types of proteins present in each cell type 

and the functions performed by proteins. the instructions are into 

proteins.

the heredity material in each cell contains instructions for ex-

cellent synthesizing of the cell proteins. the instructions are coded 

into dnA molecules. Given that different cell types have different 

that the specifications for these proteins are coxded in dnA, one 

might be led to falsely conclude that different cell types do contain 

dnA molecules. However, this is not the case. All cells in the body, 

with the exception of sperm or egg cells, receive the same genetic 

information when dnA molecules duplicated and passed on to 

daughter cells at the time of cell division. Cells differ in structure 

and function because on a portion of the total genetic information 

common to all cells is used by any given cell to synthesize infor-

mation common to all cells is used by any given cell to synthesize 

proteins. the tuypes of proteins present in each cell type and the 

functions performed by these. the instructions are into proteins. 

proteins. the tuypes of proteins present in each cell type and the 

functions performed.

5.1	 sample	of	the	First	Head	level
Information about the external world and about the body’s in-
ternal environment exists in different energy forms—pressure, 
temperature, light, odorants, sound waves, chemical concen-
tration, and so on. Sensory receptors at the peripheral ends of 
afferent neurons change these energy forms into graded poten-
tials that can initiate action potentials, which travel into the 
central nervous system. 

Moreover, within an individual oganism, the properties of 
muscle cells differ from those of nerve cells and epithelial cells 
because of the types of proteins present in each cell type and 
the functions performed by these proteins.

To avoid confusion in the remainder of this chapter, recall from 
Chapter 5 that the term receptor has two completely different 
meanings. One meaning is that of “sensory receptor,” as just 
defined. The second usage is for the individual proteins in the 
plasma membrane or inside the cell that bind specific chemi-
cal messengers, triggering an intracellular signal transduction 
pathway that culminates in the cell’s response. The potential 
confusion between these two meanings is magnified by the fact 

that the plasma membrane of the sensory receptor. If you are in 
doubt as to which meaning is intended, add the adjective “sen-
sory” or “protein” to see which makes sense in the context.

this	Is	the	second	level	Heading
The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves the 
opening or closing of ion channels that receive—either directly 
or through a second-messenger system—information about 
the internal and external world. The ion channels are present 
in a specialized receptor membrane located at the distal tip of 
the cell’s single axon or on the receptive membrane of special-
ized sensory cells (Figure 7–1).  

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?

 2. Is it reabsorbed?
 3. Is it secreted?
 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 

filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

There are several general classes of receptors that are charac-
terized by the type of energy to which they are sensitive. As 
the name indicates, mechanoreceptors respond to mechani-
cal stimuli, such as pressure or stretch, and are responsible for 
many types of sensory information, including touch, blood 
pressure, and muscle tension. Thermoreceptors detect both 
sensations of cold and warmth, and photoreceptors respond to 
particular light wavelengths. 
 Thermoreceptors detect both sensations of cold and 
warmth, and photoreceptors respond to particular light 
wavelengths.

FiGurE 5.1
this	is	a	sample	of	a	figure	legend	title	or	head.
Veros et incinim etuercin ero odolore modolesto con eum ve-
lesse quatue dolor sustrud tis nulla feugue vullutat, vel eum ad 
magnibh endre ero dolore essectet, quate mincilis nibh eugue 
tat aliquatu.
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5.2	 A	sample	of	a	Head	level		
one	Running	onto	two	lines
Converting stimulus energy into a signal that conveys the rel-
evant sensory information to the central nervous system is 
termed coding. Important characteristics of a stimulus include 
the type of energy it represents, its intensity, and the location 
of the body it affects. Coding begins at the receptive neurons in 
the peripheral nervous system.

An	example	of	a	level-t	wo	Head	that	is	
long	enough	to	Run	on	to	two	lines
Another term for stimulus type (heat, cold, sound, or pressure, 
for example) is stimulus modality. Modalities can be divided 
into submodalities: Cold and warm are submodalities of tem-
perature, whereas salt, sweet, bitter, and sour are submodalities 
of taste. The type of sensory receptor a stimulus activates plays 
the primary role in coding the stimulus modality.

third-level	Heads	Appear	as	shown
The specialized receptor membrane where the initial ion chan-
nel changes occur does not generate action potentials. Instead, 
local current from the receptor membrane flows a short dis-
tance along vier. The receptor potential, like the synaptic po-
tential discussed in Chapter 6, is a graded response to different 
stimulus intensities (Figure 7–2) and diminishes as it travels 
down the membrane.
 If the receptor membrane is on a separate cell, the receptor 
potential there alters the release of neurotransmitter from that 
cell. The neurotransmitter diffuses across the extracellucauses 
. The combination of neurotransmitter with its binding sites 
generates a graded potential in the afferent neuron analogous 

to either an excitatory postsynaptic potential or, in some cases, 
an postsynaptic potential.
 Factors that control the magnitude of the receptor po-
tential include stimulus strength, rate of change of stimulus 
strength, temporal summation of successive receptor poten-
tials (see Figure 6–31), and a process called adaptation. This last 
process is a decrease in receptor sensitivity, which results in a 
decrease in action potential frequency in an afferent neuron 
despite a stimulus of constant strength (Figure 7–3).

 A + M* • ADP • Pi --------> A • M* • ADP • Pi (7-3)	

  Actin binding

 A = mean number of elements
 B = total number of elements
 C = summary number of elements 

 All the receptors of a single afferent neuron are preferen-
tially sensitive to the same type of stimulus; for example, they 
are all sensitive to cold or all to pressure. Adjacent sensory ously 
give rise either specialized endings of afferent neurons (Figure 
7–1a) or separate cells that signal the afferent neurons by re-
leasing specialized group chemical messengers (Figure 7–1b). 
There are many types of sensory receptors, each of which re-
sponds much more readily to one form of energy than to othin 
normal functioning is known as its adequate stimulus. In addi-
tion, within the energy type that serves as a receptor’s adequate 
stimulus, a particular receptor responds best (i.e., at lowest 
threshold) to only a very narrow range of stimulus energies. 
For example, different individual receptors in the eye respond 
best to light (the adequate stimulus) in different wavelengths.

this	is	an	example	of	a	level-three	Head		
that	is	long	enough	to	run	on	to	two	lines
How do we distinguish a strong stimulus from a weak one 
when the information about both stimuli is relayed by action 
potentials that are all the same size? The frequency of action 
For tentials in a single receptor is one way, since increased 
stimulus strength means a larger receptor potential and more 
frequent action potential firing (review Figure 7–2).

How Intensity Is Measured In addition to increasing the 
firing frequency in a single afferent neuron, stronger stimuli 
usually affect a larger area and activate similar receptors on 
the endings of other afferent neurons. For example, when you 
touch a surface lightly with a finger, the area of skin in contact 
with the surface is small, and only the receptors in that skin 
area are stimulated. Pressing down firmly increases the area 

FiGurE 5.2
Essit lut wisi ex eu faccum duis ad ming euisl dolupta tueros accumsa ndiamcor si. Agnit ute del enibh exerostion ulla facilit, velesse 
quatem euguer summodit, quatissim quis augiamc onseniat utat. Duismod olorer si.

TabLE 25.1 A	table	title	spanning	two	lines		
would	go	in	this	location

This Is a Table A Level  Head

1. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And so 
this is how a table numbered list would look.

2. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And so 
this is how this is how a table numbered list would look, if one 
were looking  table numbered list.

3. A table numbered list would appear in this general way.  
And so to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

4. List would appear in this general way. And so this is how a table 
numbered list would look, if one were looking to see what a table 
list would appear to be.

5. And so this is how a table numbered list would look, if one were 
looking to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

6. And so this is how a table numbered list would look, if one were 
looking to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

7. to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

of skin stimulated. This “calling in” of receptors on neurons 
is known as recruitment. In addition to increasing the firing 
frequency in a single afferent neuron, stronger stimuli usually 
affect a larger area and activate similar receptors on the end-
ings of other afferent neurons. For example, when you touch 
a surface lightly with a finger, the area of skin in contact with 
the surface is small, and only the receptors in that skin area 
are stimulated. Pressing down firmly increases the area of skin 
stimulated. This “calling in” of receptors on afferent neurons is 
known as recruitment.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the super cool 
renal corpuscle?
Is it reabsorbed?
Is it secreted?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 A third type of information to be signaled is the location 
of the stimulus—in other words, where the stimulus is being 
applied. It should be noted that in vision, hearing, and smell, 
stimulus location is interpreted as arising from the site from 
which the stimulus originated rather than on our body.
 As mentioned earlier, a given receptor type is particu-
larly sensitive to one stimulus modality—the adequate stimu-
lus—because of the signal transduction mechanisms and ion 
channels incorporated in the receptor’s plasma membrane. 

●

●

●

●
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Summary box title
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5.3	 this	is		a	sample	of	a	Very	
long	Head	level	one	that	
Runs	over	onto	three	lines
Converting stimulus energy into a signal that conveys the rel-
evant sensory information to the central nervous system is 
termed coding. Important characteristics of a stimulus include 
the type of energy it represents, its intensity, and the location 
of the body it affects. Coding begins at the receptive neurons in 
the peripheral nervous system.

An	example	of	a	level-two	Head	that	is	
long	enough	to	Run	on	to	two	lines
Stimulus location is coded by the site of a stimulated receptor, 
as well as by the fact that action potentials from each receptor 
travel along unique pathways to a specific region of the CNS as-
sociated only with that particular modality and body location. 
These distinct anatomical pathways are sometimes referred to 
as labeled lines. The precision, or acuity, with which we can 
locate and differentiate one stimulus from an adjacent one de-
pends upon the amount of convergence of neuronal input in 
the specific ascending pathways: The greater the convergence, 
the less the acuity. Other factors affecting acuity are the size of 
the receptive field covered by a single sensory unit (Figure 7–
6a), the density of sensory units, and the amount of overlap in 
nearby receptive fields. For example, it is easy to discriminate 
between two adjacent stimuli (two-point discrimination) ap-
plied to the skin on your lips, where the sensory units are small 
and numerous, but it is harder to do so on the back, where the 
relatively few sensory units are large and widely spaced (Figure 
7–6b). Locating sensations from internal organs is less precise 
than from the skin because there are fewer afferent neurons in 
the internal organs and each has a larger receptive field.
 It is fairly easy to see why a stimulus to a neuron that has 
a small receptive field can be located more precisely than a 
stimulus to a neuron with a large receptive field (Figure 7–6). 
However, more subtle mechanisms also exist that allow us to 
localize distinct stimuli within the receptive field of a single 
neuron. In some cases, receptive field overlap aids stimulus 
localization even though, intuitively, overlap would seem to 
“muddy” the image. In the next few paragraphs we will exam-
ine how this works.
 Since the receptor endings of different afferent neurons 
overlap, however, a stimulus will trigger activity in more than 
one sensory unit. In Figure 7–8, neurons A and C, stimulated 
near the edges of their receptive fields where the receptor den-

TabLE 25.2 A	table	title	spanning	Across	a	Full	text	Page	width:		Including a Table Subtitle

the Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis alissen dignit wisl utem at. ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci liquat vulla feum delesto 
con ea consed erostie feum quis at alisit lum autet amcorpe raesse min vendit lore tatet accum eugiat ullan vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis 
niam nis ea commodit lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il duisis num veraese quatet prat. ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisli.

T H i S  i S  a   Ta b L E S pa n H E a d

This is a Column Head additional Column Head More Column Head Last Column Head

This is What a Table Side Head 
Would Look Like

ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum niam nis comodit lam.

ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum niam nis comodit lam.

ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum niam nis comodit lam.

This is a Table Side Head lam, consequamet, quisism 
odigna feugait auguerat

lam, consequamet, quisism lam, consequamet, quisism 
odigna feugait auguerat

and another Table Side Head ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum niam nis comodit lam.

ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum niam nis comodit lam.

ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum niam nis comodit lam.

table	adapted	from	“Goodman	and	Gilman’s	the	Pharmacological	Basis	of	theraputices,”	Joel	G.	hardman	and	lee	e.	limbrit,	Perry	B.	Molinoff,	raymond	W.	ruddon,	and	alfred	Goodman.

*note	that	in	many	effctor	organs,	there	are	both	alpha-adrenergic	and	beta-adrenergic	receptors.	activation	of	these	receptors	may	produce	either	the	same	or	opposing	effects.

sity is low, fire action potentials less frequently than neuron B, 
stimulated at the center of its receptive field. A high action po-
tential frequency in neuron B occurring simultaneously with 
lower frequencies in A and C provides the brain with a more 
accurate localization of the stimulus near the center of neu-
ron B’s receptive field. Once this location is known, the brain 
can use the firing frequency of neuron B to determine stimulus 
intensity.
 The phenomenon of lateral inhibition is the most impor-
tant mechanism enabling the localization of a stimulus site. In 
lateral inhibition, information from afferent neurons whose 
receptors are at the edge of a stimulus is strongly inhibited 
compared to information from the stimulus’s center. Figure 
7–9 shows one neuronal arrangement that accomplishes lateral 
inhibition. The afferent neuron in the center (B) has a higher 
initial firing frequency than the neurons on either side (A and 
C).  The number of action potentials transmitted in the lateral 
pathways is further decreased by inhibitory inputs to their 
postsynaptic cells as a result of the stimulation of inhibitory 
interneurons by the central neuron. While the lateral afferent 
neurons (A and C) also exert inhibition on the central pathway, 
their lower initial firing frequency has less of an effect. Thus, 
lateral inhibition enhances the contrast between the center and 
periphery of a stimulated region, thereby increasing the brain’s 
ability to localize a sensory input. .
 Lateral inhibition can be demonstrated by pressing the 
tip of a pencil against your finger. With your eyes closed, you 
can localize the pencil point precisely, even though the region 
around the pencil tip is also indented, activating mechanore-
ceptors within this region (Figure 7–10). Exact localization is 
possible because lateral inhibition removes the information 
from the peripheral regions.
 Lateral inhibition is utilized to the greatest degree in the 
pathways providing the most accurate localization. For ex-
ample, skin hair movements, which we can locate quite well, 
activate pathways that have significant lateral inhibition, but 
temperature and pain.
 Receptors differ in the way they respond to a constantly 
maintained shows, some receptors respond very rapidly at the 
stimulus onset, but, after their initial burst of activity, fire only 
very slowly or stop firing altogether during the remainder of 
the stimulus. These are the rapidly adapting receptors. The rap-
id adaptation of these receptors codes for a restricted response 
in time to a stimulus, and they are important in signaling 
rapid change (e.g., vibrating or moving stimuli). Some recep-
tors adapt so rapidly that they fire only a single action potential 
at the onset of a stimulus—a so-called “on response”—while 
others respond at the beginning of the stimulus and again at 

its removal—so-called “on-off responses.” The rapid fading of 
the sensation of clothes pressing on one’s skin is due to rapidly 
adapting receptors.

Most sensory pathways convey information about only a 
single type of sensory information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by information 
from mechanoreceptors, whereas another is influenced 
only by information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord and brain that 
carry information about single types of stimuli are 
known as the specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem and 
thalamus, and the final neurons in the pathways go 
from there to specific sensory areas of the cerebral 
cortex versa.

To avoid confusion in the remainder of this chapter, recall from 
Chapter 5 that the term receptor has two completely different 
meanings. One meaning is that of “sensory receptor,” as just 
defined. The second usage is for the individual proteins in the 
plasma membrane or inside the cell that bind specific chemi-
cal messengers, triggering an intracellular signal transduction 
pathsion between these two meanings it.

this	Is	the	second	level	Heading
Slowly adapting receptors maintain their response at or near 
the initial level of firing regardless of the stimulus duration 
(Figure 7–11). These receptors signal slow changes or prolonged 
events, such as those that occur in the joint and muscle recep-
tors that participate in the maintenance of upright posture 
when standing or sitting for long periods of time.
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summary

The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves—either 
directly or indirectly—the opening or closing of ion channels in 
the receptor. Ions then flow across the, a receptor potential.

This	is	an	Example	of	Unnumber	List	Title
	 1.	 Sensory	Processing begins with the transformation of 

stimulus energy into graded potentials and then into action 
potentials in nerve fibers.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the 
corpuscle?
Is it reabsorbed?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

	 2.	 Information	Carried in a sensory system may or may not 
lead to a conscious awareness of the stimulus.

sensory	receptors
 I. Receptors translate information from the external and 

internal environments into graded potentials, which then.
  a. Receptors may be either specialized endings of afferent 

neurons or separate cells at the ends of the neurons.
  b. Receptors respond best to one form of stimulus energy, 

but they may respond to other energy forms if the 
stimulus intensity is abnormally high.

  c. Regardless of how a specific receptor is stimulated, 
activation sensation. Not all receptor activations.

 II. The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves—
either directly or indirectly—the opening or closing of 
ion channels in the receptor. Ions then flow across the 
membrane, causing a receptor potential.

  a. Receptor potential magnitude and action potential 
frequency increase as stimulus strength increases.

  b. Receptor potential magnitude varies with stimulus 
strength, rate of change of stimulus application, temporal 
summation of successive receptor potentials, and 
adaptation.

 The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves—
either directly or indirectly—the opening or closing of ion channels 

●

●

●

in the receptor. Ions then flow across the, a receptor potential. The 
transduction process in all sensory receptors involves—either 
directly or indirectly—the opening or closing of ion channels in 
the receptor. Ions then flow across the, a receptor potential.

This	is	an	Example	of	Unnumber	List	Title
Most sensory pathways convey information about only a 

single type of sensory information. 
Thus, one pathway is influenced only by information from 

mechanoreceptors, whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord and brain that 
carry information about single types of stimuli are 
known as the specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem and thalamus, 
and the final neurons in the pathways go from there to 
specific sensory areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

 The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves—
either directly or indirectly—the opening or closing of ion channels 
in the receptor. Ions then flow across the, a receptor potential.

unnumbered Summary Table Column Head

1. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And so 
this is how a table numbered list would look.

2. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And so 
this is how this is how a table numbered list would look, if one 
were looking  table numbered list.

3. A table numbered list would appear in this general way.  
And so to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

the Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis 
alissen dignit wisl utem at. ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci eugiat 
ullan vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea commodit 
lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il duisis num 
veraese quatet prat. ut bellas un veitas usi utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum vel inis ex estie minibh erciliquip exeros non etueraesecte 
min vullut am dolore magniam digna coreet u

Box	25-1

Sample Box Title Set Across Measure

this	is		a	sample	of	a	Box	Head	level	
one	that	Runs	over	onto	two	lines

The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis 
alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci li-
quat vulla feum delesto con ea consed erostie feum quis at alisit 
lum autet amcorpe raesse min vendit lore tatet accum eugiat ullan 
vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea commodit 
lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il duisis num 
veraese quatet prat. 

this	is	an	example	of	a	level-t	wo	Box	Head	
that	is	long	enough	to	Run	on	to	two	lines

Ud tinismo lortisl diam quisit volore ming exeros er aci blandre 
feugait prat la feumsandre min velit vel ullam num quat veliquis-
sim eros nis amet il init luptat acilla feu feumsan dionse mod exe-
rosto odolese quiscil dolobore te dionull amconul laorerostrud ex 
exer si ex eugiat. Ure moleniscing elit augiat ad tem vel in utat.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?
 2. Is it reabsorbed?
 3. Is it secreted?
 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities filtered, 

reabsorbed, or secreted?

 Ulla facinci psuscidunt atueros alisl ut iusto el ulla faccum 
esectem venis adigna faccum exerit iure mod tat nosto oquipsusto 
et, volendipsum zzriusc iliquam zzriure minidigniam quipsusto 
et, volendipsum zzriusc iliquam zzriure minit nibh et, vercil ut-

pat. Duisit ad etum dolor si tat dolorperat, se minim alit, consed 
dolorem dolortie eniam zzrilit veriustrud tie magnisi.

Moreover, within an individual oganism, the properties of 
muscle cells differ from cells and epithelial cells because of 
the types of proteins type and the functions performed by 
these proteins.

 Im zzrit ver ad exer am at nonse volore magna facip et, ver 
sis si. Gait at. Minci estion elisim ing er sequam del ilit ipis alit vel 
inim dit volore doloreet, equat, commy nos numsan ut luptat.

Most sensory pathways convey information about only a 
single type of sensory information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by information from 
mechanoreceptors, whereas another is influenced only. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem and thalamus, 
and the final neurons in the pathways go from there to 
specific sensory.

 Magna feu feugue dolor suscidunt wissim quat lor sed mag-
na bla feugiat lorperci te faci esto od mincilit pratuer autatet del 
iriat.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?
Is it reabsorbed?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities filtered, 
reabsorbed, or secreted?

1 Im zzrit ver ad exer am at nonse volore magna facip et, ver sis delis dolore 
consed endre ming er sum in henit ate feum quis augiam eliquis amet, 
quissis digna feu faccumsan hendignit ut adit nonse cait at.
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bOx TabLE 25–1 title	spanning	two	lines		
would	go	in	this	location

This is a Table Column Head

1. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And so 
this is how a table numbered list would look.

2. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And so 
this is how this is how a table numbered list would look, if one 
were looking  table numbered list.

3. A table numbered list would appear in this general way.  
And so to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

the Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis 
alissen dignit wisl utem at. ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci eugiat 
ullan vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea commodit 
lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il duisis num 
veraese quatet prat. ut bellas un veitas usi utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl 
dui eum vel inis ex estie minibh erciliquip exeros non etueraesecte 
min vullut am dolore magniam digna coreet ulla consendio doluptat 
wisi ea feugueril et, siui beiale.
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1 This is a sample footnote with an additional footnote falling below.
2 As shown here, the second sample footnote placed to base align with the 

adjacent column of text (right). Rule only appears above the first entry.
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Goals and Orientation
Information about the external world and about the body’s in-
ternal environment exists in different energy forms—pressure, 
temperature, light, odorants, sound waves, chemical concen-
tration, and so on. Sensory receptors at the peripheral ends of 
afferent neurons change these energy forms into graded poten-
tials that can initiate action potentials, which travel into the 
central nervous system. The receptors are either specialized 
endings of afferent neurons or separate cells that signal the af-
ferent neurons by releasing chemical messengers.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?

 2. Is it reabsorbed?
 3. Is it secreted?

Is it reabsorbed?
Is it secreted?

 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 There are many types of sensory receptors, each of which 
responds much more readily to one form of energy than to 
others. The type of energy to which a particular receptor re-
lus. In addition, within the general energy type that serves as 
a receptor’s adequate stimulus, a particular receptor responds 
best (i.e., at lowest threshold) to only a very narrow range.

Revision Highlights
There are several general classes of receptors that are charac-
terized by the type of energy to which they are sensitive. As 
the name indicates, mechanoreceptors respond to mechanical 
pressure, and muscle tension.  

Illustration Program
The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves the 
opening or closing of ion channels that receive—either directly 
or through a second-messenger system—information about 
the internal and external world. The ion channels are present 
in a membrane located at the distal tip of the cell’s single axon 
or on the receptive membrane of specialized sensory cells.  

This is an Example of Unnumber List Title
Chapter 1 Most sensory pathways convey information 

about only a single type of sensory information. 

●

●

Chapter 2 Thus, one pathway is influenced only 
by information from mechanoreceptors, whereas 
another is influenced only by information from 
thermoreceptors. 

Chapter 3 The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about single types of 
stimuli are known as the specific ascending pathways. 

Supplements
The specialized receptor membrane where the initial ion chan-
nel changes occur does not generate action potentials. Instead, 
local current from the receptor membrane flows a short dis-
tance along the axon to a region where the membrane has first 
node of Ranvier. The receptor potential, like the synaptic po-
tential discussed in translated into the language of graded po-
tentials or action potentials. The energy that impinges upon 
and activates a sen response to different stimulus intensities 
and diminishes as it travels down the membrane.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?
Is it reabsorbed?
Is it secreted?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 A third type of information to be signaled is the location 
of the stimulus—in other words, where the stimulus is being 
and activates a sen that in vision, hearing, and smell, stimulus 
location is interpreted as arising from the site from which the 
stimulus originated rather than on our body.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?

 2. Is it reabsorbed?
a. Is it reabsorbed?
b. Is it secreted?

 3. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

Sequat adit dolor alis am, quat nit at. Uscillum quat vel et 
ulputat, quiscilit praesequatie modigna faci blam incipit 
velit nit ipit wissecte molent at. Aliquisl ex euissit, 
consenibh ex nisl diat dolobor ipisi blam, quissisi tat, 
conummolent illaore

1 This is a sample footnote with an additional footnote falling below.

●

●

●

●

Critical	thinking	Questions

(Answers appear in Appendix A.)
 1. Describe several mechanisms by which pain could 

theoretically be controlled medically or surgically.
 2. At what two sites would central nervous system injuries 

interfere with the perception thae perception that heat is 
being applied to either side of the body?

 3. What would vision be like after a drug has destroyed all the 
cones in the retina?

 4. Damage t(a) A person walks into a chair placed applied to 
the end of the chain or segment of code displayed. (b) The 
person does not walk into the chair, but she does not know 
what the chair can be used for.

answers	to	Chapter	Questions

Figure	12–12	 (a) Muscle V is –90 mV and neuron is –70 mV. 
this illustrates the fact that V is not the same in all cells. (b) 
Muscle ation potential is due to

Figure	12–22	 Contraction is isometric at B because muscle 
does not shorten. Maximal velocity is at A, zero muscle load.

How does the nervous system code information about 
stimulus intensity?
The nervous system code information about intensity?

Figure	12–23	 (a) Muscle V is –90 mV and neuron is –70 mV. 
this illustrates the fact that V is not the same in all cells. 
(b) Muscle ation potential is due to Na entering on the 
depolarization and K leaving on the repolarization.

Figure	12–26c	 Biceps force x 5 cm = 7 kg x 25 cm. Biceps force 
= 35 kg (additional).

Figure	12–31	 Contraction is isometric at B because muscle 
does not shorten. Maximal velocity is at A, with zero muscle 

●

●

Taxonomy deals with the naming of organisms; each species 
is given a binomial name consisting of the genus and specific 
epispecies has been assigned. Consisting of the genus and specific 
epispecies has been assigned. When an organism is named, a 

unnumbered Summary Table Column Head

1. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And so 
this is how a table numbered list would look.

2. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And so 
this is how this is how a table numbered list would look, if one 
were looking  table numbered list.

3. A table numbered list would appear in this general way.  
And so to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

the Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis 
alissen dignit wisl utem at. ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci eugiat 
ullan vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea commodit 
lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il duisis num dui 
eum vel inis ex estie minibh erciliquip exeros non etueraesecte min 
vullut am dolore magniam digna coreet ulla consendio doluptat wisi 
ea feugueril et, siui beiale.

aris

Appendix Title Example
appendix	subtitle

a P P e n D i x 	 a	 	

(Answers appear in Appendix A.)
 1. Choose the TRUE statement:

a. The modality of energy a given sensory receptor responds 
to in normal functioning is known as the “adequate 
stimulus” for that receptor.

b. Receptor potentials are “all-or-none,” that is, they have 
the same magnitude regardless of the strength of the 
stimulus.

c. When the frequency of action potentials along sensory 
neurons is constant continues, it is called “adaptation.”

 2. Using a single intracellular recording electrode, in what part 
of a sensory neuron could you simultaneously record both 
receptor potentials and action potentials?

sensory	receptors

Receptors	and	Their	Meaning
	 I.	 Receptors translate information from the external and 

internal environments into graded potentials, which then.
a. Receptors may be either specialized endings.
b. Receptors respond best to one form of stimulus energy.

	 II.	 The	Transduction	Process	in all sensory receptors involves 
the opening or closing of ion channels in the receptor. 

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

Questions

species has been assigned to a particular genus consisting of the 
genus and specific epispecies has been assigned.

www.mhhe.com/ariS/biologytitleandedition
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Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory 
information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in 
the pathways go from there to specific 
sensory areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific ascending pathways. 

Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensor. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in 
the pathways go from there sensory areas 
of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific ascendin. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in 
the pathways go from there sensory areas 
of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory 
information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in 
the pathways go from there sensory areas 
of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific ascending pathways. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in 
the pathways go from there sensory areas 
of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory 
information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in 
the pathways go from there to specific 
sensory areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in 
the pathways go from there to specific 
sensory areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 

whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific ascending pathways. 

Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory 
information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in 
the pathways go from there sensory areas 
of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific ascending pathways. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific ascending pathways. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in 
the pathways go from there sensory areas 
of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in 
the pathways go from there sensory areas 
of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information about 
single types of stimuli are known as the 
specific ascending pathways. 

Chapter One
Test Questions
1-1	 Most	sensory	pathways	convey	information	about	only	a	

single	type	of	sensory	information.	
1-2	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	from	

mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	only	by	
information	from	thermoreceptors.	

1-3	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	that	
carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	known	
as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

1-4	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	thalamus,	
and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	from	there	to	
specific	sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	versa.

1-5	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	from	
mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	only	by	
information	from	thermoreceptors.	

1-6	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	that	
carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	known	
as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

Chapter Two
Test Questions
2-1	 Most	sensory	pathways	convey	information	about	only	a	

single	type	of	sensory	information.	
2-2	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	from	

mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	only	by	
information	from	thermoreceptors.	

2-3	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	that	
carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	known	
as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

2-4	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	thalamus,	
and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	from	there	
sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	versa.

2-5	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	from	
mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	only	by	
information	from	thermoreceptors.	

2-6	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	that	
carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	known	
as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

2-7	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	that	
carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	known	
as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

2-8	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	thalamus,	
and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	from	there	
sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	versa.

2-9	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	thalamus,	
and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	from	there	
sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	versa.

Chapter Three
Test Questions
3-1	 Most	sensory	pathways	convey	information	about	only	a	

single	type	of	sensory	information.	
3-2	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	from	

mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	only	by	
information	from	thermoreceptors.	

3-3	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	that	
carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	known	
as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

3-4	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	thalamus,	
and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	from	there	
sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	versa.

3-5	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	from	
mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	only	by	
information	from	thermoreceptors.	

3-6	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	that	
carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	known	
as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

3-7	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	that	
carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	known	
as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

3-8	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	thalamus,	
and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	from	there	
sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	versa.

3-9	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	from	
mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	only	by	
information	from	thermoreceptors.	

Chapter Four
Test Questions
4-1	 Most	sensory	pathways	convey	information	about	only	a	

single	type	of	sensory	information.	
4-2	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	from	

mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	only	by	
information	from	thermoreceptors.	

4-3	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	that	
carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	known	
as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

4-4	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	thalamus,	
and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	from	there	to	
specific	sensory	areas	of	the	cortex	versa.

4-5	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	from	
mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	only	by	
information	from	thermoreceptors.	

18-18	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	that	
carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	known	
as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	
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A 
abscisic acid (ABA) (ab-SIZ-ik) A plant 

hormone that causes stomates to 
close and that initiates and maintains 
dormancy. 579

abscission (ab-SIZH-un) The dropping of 
leaves, fruits, or flowers from a plant. [L. 
ab, away, and sciss, cut] 579

acetylcholine (ACh) (uh-set-ul-KOH-leen) 
A neurotransmitter active in both the 
peripheral and central nervous systems. 
718

acetylcholinesterase (AChE) (uh-set-ul-
koh-luh-NES-tuh-rays) An enzyme that 
breaks down acetylcholine bound to 
postsynaptic receptors within a synapse. 
718

acetyl-CoA A molecule made up of a 
two-carbon acetyl group attached to 
coenzyme A. The acetyl group enters the 
Krebs cycle for further oxidation. 145

acid A compound tending to raise the 
hydrogen ion concentration in a solution 
and to lower its pH numerically. [L. 
acidus, sour] 36

acid deposition The return to earth as rain 
or snow of the sulfate or nitrate salts 
of acids produced by commercial and 
industrial activities. 894

amphibian A member of a class of terrestrial 
vertebrates that includes frogs, toads, 
and salamanders; they are still tied to a 
watery environment for reproduction. 
[Gk. amph, on both sides] 512

acetyl-CoA A molecule made up of a 
two-carbon acetyl group attached to 
coenzyme A. The acetyl group enters the 
Krebs cycle for further oxidation. 145

acid A compound tending to raise the 
hydrogen ion concentration in a solution 
and to lower its pH numerically. [L. 
acidus, sour] 36

acid deposition The return to earth as rain 
or snow of the sulfate or nitrate salts 
of acids produced by and industrial 
activities. 894

amphibian A member of a class of 
terrestrial vertebrates that includes frogs, 
toads, and salamandersenvironment for 
reproduction. [Gk. amph, on  they are 
still tied to a watery reproduction. [Gk. 
amph, on both sides] 512

amylase A starch digesting enzyme secreted 
by salivary glands and pancreas. 671

angiosperm A flowering plant; the seeds are 
borne within a fruit. [Gk. ang, vessel, 
and sperm, seed] 457

annelid A member of the phylum Annelida, 
which includes clam worms, tubeworms, 
earthworms and leeches; characterized 
by a environment for reproduction. [Gk. 
amph, on segmented body. [L. annelus, 
little ring] 490

antigen A foreign substance, usually 
a protein or a polysaccharide, that 
stimulates the immune system to react, 
such as to produce antibodies. [Gk. anti, 
against, and gene, origin] 654

antigen A foreign substance, usually a 
protein, that stimulates the immune 
system to react, such as to produce . anti, 
against, and gene, origin] 641amphibian 
A member of a class of terrestrial 
vertebrates that includes frogs, toads, 
and salamanders; they are still tied to a 
watery environment for reproduction. 
[Gk. amph, on both sides] 512

acid A compound tending to raise the 
hydrogen ion concentration in a solution 
and to lower its pH numerically. [L. 
acidus, sour] 36

acid deposition The return to earth as rain 
or snow of the sulfate or salts of acids 
produced by commercial and industrial 
activities. 894

B
bacteriophage (bak-TEER-ee-uh-fayj) A 

virus that parasitizes a bacterial cell as its 
host, often destroying it by lytic action. 
[Gk. bact, rod, and phag, eat] 233, 398

bacterium (pl., bacteria) A unicellular 
organism that lacks a nucleus and 
cytoplasmic organelles other than 
ribosomes; reproduces by binary fission 
and occurs in one of three shapes (rod, 
sphere, spiral). [Gk. bact, rod] 66, 401

Barr body A dark-staining body (discovered 
by M. Barr) in the nuclei of female 
mammals which contains a condensed, 
inactive X chromosome. 263

base compound tending to lower the 
hydrogen ion concentration in a solution 
and raise its pH numerically. 36

Barr body A dark-staining body (discovered 
by M. Barr) in the nuclei of female 
mammals which contains a condensed, 
inactive X chromosome. 263

base A compound tending to lower the and 
raise its pH numerically. 36

bacterium (pl., bacteria) A unicellular 
organism that lacks a nucleus and 
cytoplasmic organelles other than 
ribosomes; reproduces by binary fission 
and occurs in one of three shapes (rod, 
sphere, spiral). [Gk. bact, rod] 66, 401

Barr body A dark-staining body (discovered 
by M. Barr) in the nuclei of female 
mammals which contains a condensed, 
inactive X chromosome. 263

base compound tending to lower the 
hydrogen ion concentration in a solution 
and raise its pH numerically. 36

base A compound tending to lower the and 
raise its pH numerically. 36

base compound tending to lower the 
hydrogen ion concentration in a solution 
and raise its pH numerically. 36

C
C3 plant A plant that directly uses the 

Calvin cycle; the first detected molecule 
during photosynthesis is PGA, a three-
carbon molecule. 130

C4 plant A plant that fixes carbon dioxide 
to produce a C4 molecule that releases 
carbon dioxide to the Calvin cycle. 130

Calvin cycle A series of photosynthetic 
reactions in which carbon dioxide is 
fixed and reduced in the chloroplast. 127

CAM plant A plant that fixes carbon dioxide 
at night to produce a C4 molecule that 
releases carbon dioxide to the Calvin 
cycle during the day; CAM stands for 
crassulacean-acid metabolism. 130

cancer A malignant tumor whose 
nondifferentiated cells exhibit loss of 
contact inhibition, uncontrolled growth, 
and the ability to invade tissues and 
metastasize. 268

capillary A microscopic blood vessel; gas 
and nutrient exchange occurs across the 
walls of a capillary. [L. capilla, hair] 630

carbohydrate A class of organic 
compounds consisting of carbon, 
hydrogen, and oxygen atoms; includes 
monosaccharides, disaccharides, and 
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exerillaore vent amconse eugueros nullandre dolobore ming 

eratem ent vel dolortin ea.

Author Two
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Sum nim iriurer iure con vel eugait amconum ing eugait velenit 

in henim eum vulputate commodo lobore conse te eugiam nim 

velenisl ipit endre tio od eraessenibh eugiamet wis alis estie 

consed adionsequat vulputat, volenibh exer in vulla conse 

tat nosto enim ming et iliquat, core magna feuis at, verciniat 

adipsum et iniscil ipsusto ea alis nim quat irit adipsum iure 

tem velit nostio enisis eliquis adiam autatue rcilisis nit luptat 

luptat vel utpat. 
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Author Three Affiliation

Sum nim iriurer iure con vel eugait amconum ing eugait velenit 

in henim eum vulputate commodo lobore conse te eugiam nim 

velenisl ipit endre tio od eraessenibh eugiamet wis alis estie 

consed ming et iliquat, core magna feuis at, verciniat adipsum 

et iniscil ipsusto ea alis nim quat irit adipsum iure tem velit 

nostio adionsequat vulputat, volenibh exer in vulla conse tat 

nosto enim iure feugait, euguero consendit inisiscipsum ex 

ea augait in ea con et, consed tionull ummolorer ing erit lan 

exerillaore vent amconse eugueros consed ming et iliquat, 

core magna feuis at, verciniat adipsum et nullandre dolobore 

ming eratem ent vel dolortin ea.
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Goals and Orientation

Information about the external world and about the body’s 
internal environment exists in different energy forms—pres-
sure, temperature, light, odorants, sound waves, chemical 
concentration, and so on. Sensory receptors at the periph-
eral ends of afferent neurons change these energy forms into 
graded potentials that can initiate action potentials, which 
travel into the central nervous system. The receptors are ei-
ther specialized endings of afferent neurons or separate cells 
that signal the afferent neurons by releasing chemical mes-
sengers.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?

 2. Is it reabsorbed?
 3. Is it secreted?
 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 

filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 There are many types of sensory receptors, each of 
which responds much more readily to one form of energy 
than to others. The type of energy to which a particular re-
ceptor responds in normal functioning is known as its ad-
equate stimulus. In addition, within the general energy type 
that serves as a receptor’s adequate stimulus, a particular re-
ceptor responds best (i.e., at lowest threshold) to only a very 
narrow range of stimulus energies.

Revision Highlights

There are several general classes of receptors that are charac-
terized by the type of energy to which they are sensitive. As 
the name indicates, mechanoreceptors respond to mechanical 
pressure, and muscle tension. Thermoreceptors detect both 
sensations of cold and warmth, and photoreceptors respond 
to particular light wavelengths. 

Illustration Program
The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves the 
opening or closing of ion channels that receive—either di-
rectly or through a second-messenger system—information 
about the internal and external world. The ion channels are 
present in a membrane located at the distal tip of the cell’s 
single axon or on the receptive membrane of specialized sen-
sory cells.  

Chapter 1 Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory information. 

Preface
Chapter 2 Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 

information from mechanoreceptors, whereas 
another is influenced only by information from 
thermoreceptors. 

Chapter 3 The ascending pathways in the spinal cord stimuli 
are known as the specific ascending pathways. 

Chapter 4 The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons in the pathways 
go from there to specific sensory areas of the cerebral 
cortex versa.

Illustration Program Highlights
The specialized receptor membrane where the initial ion 
channel changes occur does not generate action potentials. 

The receptor potential, like the synaptic potential 
different stimulus intensities and diminishes as it 
travels down the membrane.

Jennifer Carr Burtwistle 
Northeast Community College 

 Instead, local current from the receptor membrane 
flows a short distance along the axon to a region where the

To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal?
Is it reabsorbed?
Is it secreted?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 A third type of information to be signaled is the loca-
tion of the stimulus—in other words, where the stimulus is 
being location is  than on our body.

Author Name
Author Affiliation

•
•
•
•

Preface Feature Box Title

a-head	des�gn	for	preface	Feature	box
Ecte minit alit, qui bla faccum dolor se molorte venit 
nullaor quatue tio dolesse quamet, vullan vel irit utet lum 
aut wisi.

It ad tat am accummolenis nim ex eriustrud dit amet ea 
con henis nonsequi eros nisis dolorperos diat pratie

Deliquisit wisisim ex et, velit iure facipit wis nostin essed 
minim iril eugiam quisim ver sequat. 

Andre commy nostrud eumsandrerci blan er susto core 
doleniat, con hent utpat venibh esto consequat. 

Duis dunt dolor si ting exeriustie feum nonsequ atincid 
numsan henismo dolorpe rcidui bla at.
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preface	Box	T�tle

This Is a Sample Box Subtitle

Th�s	�s		a	Sample	of	a	Box	Head	Level	One	
That	runs	Over	onto	Two	L�nes

The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis 

alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci 

liquat vulla feum delesto con ea consed erostie feum quis at alisit 

lum autet amcorpe raesse min vendit lore tatet accum eugiat ullan 

vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea commodit 

lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il duisis 

num veraese quatet prat. Ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl dui 

eum ing exerciliquis alit iusto consectet praesed tem irit augait, 

volore feugait dolor sit lum quamet la facil diam dolore velesequis 

nulputat. Duipis nullum vel inis ex estie minibh erciliquip exeros 

non etueraesecte min vullut am dolore magniam digna coreet ulla 

consendio doluptat wisi ea feugueril et, si.

This is an Example of a Level-T wo Box Head That is 
Long Enough to Run on to Two Lines

Ud tinismo lortisl diam quisit volore ming exeros er aci blandre 

feugait prat la feumsandre min velit vel ullam num quat veliquissim 

eros nis amet il init luptat acilla feu feumsan dionse mod exerosto 

odolese quiscil dolobore te dionull amconul laorerostrud ex exer si 

ex eugiat. Ure moleniscing elit augiat ad tem vel in utat. Magna feu 

feugue dolor suscidunt wissim quat lor sed magna feum iustrud 

dit alit praestrud Ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl dui eum ing 

exerciliquis alit iusto dolor am dolobor sectem in vulla consequip 

et praesenit lobore facip et lore core miniam, susci tem qui bla 

feugiat lorperci te faci esto od mincilit pratuer autatet del irilluptat.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?

 2. Is it reabsorbed?

 3. Is it secreted?

 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 

filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 Ulla facinci psuscidunt atueros alisl ut iusto el ulla 

faccum esectem venis adigna faccum exerit iure mod tat nosto 

odigniam quipsusto et, volendipsum zzriusc iliquam zzriure 

minit nibh et, vercil utpat. Duisit ad etum dolor si tat dolorperat, 

se minim alit, consed dolore del ilisi blam ercing et doluptat. 

La atie cortio dolor susci bla feu facidunt wis nulla feuguero 

conumsa ndrerci psummod ionsequ ationullut aci blam iustrud 

ero odolorem digniate veros nim velese dolore dolor in enim zzrit 

dui tem vendrem dionsed dio dolore dolorem dolortie eniam zzrilit 

veriustrud tie magnisi.

 Dui tissequat. Im zzrit ver ad exer am at nonse volore 

magna facip et, ver sis delis dolore consed endre ming er sum 

in henit ate feum quis augiam eliquis amet, quissis digna feu 

faccumsan hendignit ut adit nonse cor si. Gait at. Minci estion 
elisim ing er sequam del ilit ipis alit vel inim dit volore doloreet, 
consed tat, quat veraess equat, commy nos numsan ut luptat.

 Ud tinismo lortisl diam quisit volore ming exeros er aci 

blandre feugait prat la feumsandre min velit vel ullam num 

quat veliquissim eros nis amet il init luptat acilla feu feumsan 

dionse mod exerosto odolese quiscil dolobore te dionull amconul 

laorerostrud ex exer si ex eugiat. Ure moleniscing elit augiat ad 

tem vel in utat. 

Most sensory pathways convey information about only a single 

type of sensory information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by information from 

mechanoreceptors, whereas another is influenced only by 

information from thermoreceptors. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem and thalamus, and 

the final neurons in the pathways go from there to specific 

sensory areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

 Magna feu feugue dolor suscidunt wissim quat lor sed 

magna feum iustrud dit alit praestrud dolor am dolobor sectem 

in vulla consequip et praesenit lobore facip et lore core miniam, 

susci tem qui bla feugiat lorperci te faci esto od mincilit pratuer 

autatet del iriat.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?

Is it reabsorbed?

What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities filtered, 

reabsorbed, or secreted?

Im zzrit ver ad exer am at nonse volore magna facip et, ver sis 

delis dolore consed endre ming er sum in henit ate feum quis 

augiam eliquis amet, quissis digna feu faccumsan hendignit ut adit 

nonse cait at.

•
•
•

 

Agnit ute del enibh exerostion ula facilit, velesse quatem euguer 
summodit, quatissim quis augiamc onseniat utat. Duismod beelas 
un vie usiu olorer nosse volere manga fae ie ver isuiue si.
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Acknowledgement B-head
The specialized receptor membrane where the initial ion chan-
nel changes occur does not generate action potentials. Instead, 
local membrane flows a short distance along the axon to a re-
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The receptor potential, like the synaptic potential discussed 
in translated into the language of graded potentials or 
action potentials. 

The energy that impinges upon translated into the language 
of graded activates.
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S  
he outstanding accomplishment of  twentieth-century 

he outstanding accomplishment of  twentieth-century 

biology has been the discover of the chemical basis 

of heridity and its relationship toprotein synthesis. Whether an 

organism is a human being or a mouse, has blue eyes or black, 

has light skin or dark, is determined by its proteins. Moreover, 

within an individual organism, the properties of muscle cells 

differ from those of nerve cells and epithelial cells because 

of the tuypes of proteins present in each cell type and the 

functions performed by synthesizing of the cell proteins. The 

instructions are into proteins.

Part Chapters
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Chapter Outline
Spec�fic	Sensory	Systems

Somat�c	Sensat�on
Touch and Pressure
Sense of Posture and Movement
Temperature
Pain
Neural Pathways of the Somatosensory System

V�s�on
Light
Overview of Eye Anatomy
The Optics of Vision
Photoreceptor Cells and Phototransduction
Neural Pathways of Vision
Color Vision
Eye Movement

Chapter Objectives
Understand how a packet-switching unix-based network 
works. 

Learn how hostnames are converted to IP addresses using 
the file /etc/hosts. 

Learn how hostnames are replaced with fully qualified 
domain names (FQDN) on the web or computer-based 
Internet. 

Use talk to conduct a real-time, text-based conversation 
with another user. 

Display details of users on a remote system with digit or 
finger. 

Use telnet and rlogin to log on to a remote location 
machine. 

Use ftp and rcp to transfer files between two remote 
machines. 

Learn the configuration settings needed to enable the use 
of rlogin, rcp and rsh. 

•

•

•

•

1.

2.

3.

4.

Sample of a Chapter opener photo caption locatiation.
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The outstanding accomplishment of  twentieth-century 

biology has been the discover of the chemical basis of 

heridity and its relationship toprotein synthesis. Whether 

an organism is a human being or a mouse, has blue eyes or 

black, has light skin or dark, is determined by its proteins. 

Moreover, within an individual organism, the properties of 

muscle cells differ from those of nerve cells and epithelial 

cells because of the tuypes of proteins present in each cell 

type and the functions performed by these synthesizing of the 

cell proteins. The instructions are into proteins.

The heredity material in each cell contains instructions for 

excellent synthesizing of the cell proteins. The instructions are 

coded into DNA molecules. Given that different cell types have 

different that daughter cells at the time of cell division. Cells 

differ in structure and function because on a portion of the 

total genetic information common to all cells is used by any 

given cell to synthesize proteins.

Part IV Sample	Part	Title	Goes	in	This	Part IV Sample	Part	Title	Goes	in	This	

Chapter Outline
Spec�fic	Sensory	Systems

Somat�c	Sensat�on
Touch and Pressure
Sense of Posture and Movement
Temperature
Pain
Neural Pathways of the Somatosensory System

V�s�on
Light
Overview of Eye Anatomy
The Optics of Vision
Photoreceptor Cells and Phototransduction
Neural Pathways of Vision
Color Vision
Eye Movement

Hear�ng
Sound
Sound Transmission in the Ear
Hair Cells of the Organ of Corti
Neural Pathways in Hearing

Vest�bular	System
The Semicircular Canals
The Utricle and Saccule
Vestibular Information and Pathways

Chem�cal	Senses
Taste
Smell

add�t�onal	Cl�n�cal	Examples
Hearing and Balance: Losing Both at Once

Color Blindness

Hear�ng
Sound
Sound Transmission in the Ear
Hair Cells of the Organ of Corti
Neural Pathways in Hearing
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Sample of a Chapter opener photo caption locatiation.

Chapter Outline
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When the outstanding accomplishment of  twentieth-

century biology has been the discover of the 

chemical basis of heridity and its relationship 

toprotein synthesis. Whether an organism is a human being 

or a mouse, has blue eyes or black, has light skin or dark, 

is determined by its proteins. Moreover, within an individual 

organism, the properties of muscle cells differ from those 

of nerve cells and epithelial cells because of the types of 

proteins present in each cell type and the functions performed 

by proteins. The instructions are into proteins.

The heredity material in each cell contains instructions for 

excellent synthesizing of the cell proteins. The instructions 

are coded into DNA molecules. Given that different cell types 

have different that the specifications for these proteins are 

coxded in DNA, one might be led to falsely conclude that 

different cell types do contain DNA molecules. However, this 

is not the case. All cells in the body, with the exception of 

sperm or egg cells, receive the same genetic information when 

DNA molecules duplicated and passed on to daughter cells at 

the time of cell division. Cells differ in structure and function 

because on a portion of the total genetic information common 

to all cells is used by any given cell to synthesize proteins. the 

tuypes of proteins present in each cell type and the functions 

performed by these synthesizing of the cell proteins. The 

instructions are into proteins.

5.1	 Sample	of	the	Level	One	Head
Information about the external world and about the body’s in-
ternal environment exists in different energy forms—pressure, 
temperature, light, odorants, sound waves, chemical concentra-
tion, and so on. Sensory receptors at the peripheral ends of affer-
ent neurons change these energy forms into graded potentials 
that can initiate action potentials, which travel into the central 
nervous system. 

Moreover, within an individual oganism, the properties of 
muscle cells differ from those of nerve cells and epithelial 
cells because of the types of proteins present in each cell type 
and the functions performed by these proteins.

To avoid confusion in the remainder of this chapter, recall from 
Chapter 5 that the term receptor has two completely different 
meanings. One meaning is that of “sensory receptor,” as just de-
fined. The second usage is for the individual proteins in the plas-
ma membrane or inside the cell that bind specific chemical mes-
sengers, triggering an intracellular signal transduction pathway 
that culminates in the cell’s response. The potential confusion 
between these two meanings is magnified by the fact that the 

plasma membrane of the sensory receptor. If you are in doubt 
as to which meaning is intended, add the adjective “sensory” or 
“protein” to see which makes sense in the context.

This Is the Second Level Heading
The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves the 
opening or closing of ion channels that receive—either directly 
or through a second-messenger system—information about the 
internal and external world. The ion channels are present in a 
specialized receptor membrane located at the distal tip of the 
cell’s single axon or on the receptive membrane of specialized 
sensory cells (Figure 7–1).  

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?

 2. Is it reabsorbed?
 3. Is it secreted?
 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 

filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

There are several general classes of receptors that are charac-
terized by the type of energy to which they are sensitive. As 
the name indicates, mechanoreceptors respond to mechanical 
stimuli, such as pressure or stretch, and are responsible for many 
types of sensory information, including touch, blood pressure, 
and muscle tension. Thermoreceptors detect both sensations of 
cold and warmth, and photoreceptors respond to particular light 
wavelengths. 

F�gure	5.1

this is a sample of a figure legend title or head.

Veros et incinim etuercin ero odolore modolesto con eum velesse 
quatue dolor sustrud tis nulla feugue vullutat, vel eum ad magnibh 
endre ero dolore essectet, quate mincilis nibh eugue tat aliquatu.
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5.2	 Th�s	�s	a	Sample	of	a	Head	
Level	One	runn�ng	onto	Two	L�nes
Converting stimulus energy into a signal that conveys the rel-
evant sensory information to the central nervous system is 
termed coding. Important characteristics of a stimulus include 
the type of energy it represents, its intensity, and the location of 
the body it affects. Coding begins at the receptive neurons in the 
peripheral nervous system.

This is an Example of a Level-Two Head That 
Runs onto Two Lines
Another term for stimulus type (heat, cold, sound, or pressure, 
for example) is stimulus modality. Modalities can be divided 
into submodalities: Cold and warm are submodalities of tem-
perature, whereas salt, sweet, bitter, and sour are submodalities 
of taste. The type of sensory receptor a stimulus activates plays 
the primary role in coding the stimulus modality.

Th�rd-Level	Heads	appear	as	Shown

The specialized receptor membrane where the initial ion chan-
nel changes occur does not generate action potentials. Instead, 
local current from the receptor membrane flows a short distance 
along vier. The receptor potential, like the synaptic potential dis-
cussed in Chapter 6, is a graded response to different stimulus 
intensities (Figure 7–2) and diminishes as it travels down the 
membrane.
 If the receptor membrane is on a separate cell, the receptor 
potential there alters the release of neurotransmitter from that 
cell. The neurotransmitter diffuses across the extracellucauses 
. The combination of neurotransmitter with its binding sites 
generates a graded potential in the afferent neuron analogous to 

either an excitatory postsynaptic potential or, in some cases, an 
postsynaptic potential.
 Factors that control the magnitude of the receptor potential 
include stimulus strength, rate of change of stimulus strength, 
temporal summation of successive receptor potentials (see Fig-
ure 6–31), and a process called adaptation. This last process is a 
decrease in receptor sensitivity, which results in a decrease in ac-
tion potential frequency in an afferent neuron despite a stimulus 
of constant strength (Figure 7–3).

 A + M* • ADP • Pi --------> A • M* • ADP • Pi (7-3) 

 Actin binding

 A = mean number of elements 
 B = total number of elements 
 C = summary number of elements 

All the receptors of a single afferent neuron are preferentially 
sensitive to the same type of stimulus; for example, they are all 

F�gure	5.2
Essit lut wisi ex eu faccum duis ad ming euisl dolupta tueros accumsa ndiamcor si. Agnit ute del enibh exerostion ulla facilit, velesse quatem 
euguer summodit, quatissim quis augiamc onseniat utat. Duismod olorer si.

Ecte minit alit, qui bla faccum dolor se molorte venit nullaor aliquip 
estisim quat aute tatummy num dolenibh etuero quatue tio dolesse 
quamet, vullan vel irit utet lum aut wisi.

 It ad tat am accummolenis nim ex eriustrud dit amet ea con 
henis nonsequi eros nisis dolorperos diat pratie

 Deliquisit wisisim ex et, velit iure facipit wis nostin essed minim 
iril eugiam quisim ver sequat. 

 Andre commy nostrud eumsandrerci blan er susto core 
feugiamet vulluptat, summodi onsecte feugait utpat doleniat, 
con hent utpat venibh esto consequat. 

 Duis dunt dolor si ting exeriustie feum nonsequ atincid uississe 
faci eugue ver adignim iure dui er alit vel ut numsan henismo 
dolorpe rcidui bla at.

•

•

•

•

Summary Box Title
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sensitive to cold or all to pressure. Adjacent sensory ously give 
rise either specialized endings of afferent neurons (Figure 7–1a) 
or separate cells that signal the afferent neurons by releasing 
specialized group chemical messengers (Figure 7–1b). There are 
many types of sensory receptors, each of which responds much 
more readily to one form of energy than to othin normal func-
tioning is known as its adequate stimulus. In addition, within 
the energy type that serves as a receptor’s adequate stimulus, 
a particular receptor responds best (i.e., at lowest threshold) to 
only a very narrow range of stimulus energies. For example, dif-
ferent individual receptors in the eye respond best to light (the 
adequate stimulus) in different wavelengths.

Th�s	�s	an	Example	of	a	Level-Three	Head		
That	�s	Long	Enough	to	run	on	to	Two	L�nes

How do we distinguish a strong stimulus from a weak one when 
the information about both stimuli is relayed by action potentials 
that are all the same size? The frequency of action For tentials in 
a single receptor is one way, since increased stimulus strength 
means a larger receptor potential and more frequent action po-
tential firing (review Figure 7–2).

How	intens�ty	is	measured	 In addition to increasing the 
firing frequency in a single afferent neuron, stronger stimuli 
usually affect a larger area and activate similar receptors on the 
endings of other afferent neurons. For example, when you touch 
a surface lightly with a finger, the area of skin in contact with 
the surface is small, and only the receptors in that skin area 
are stimulated. Pressing down firmly increases the area of skin 
stimulated. This “calling in” of receptors on neurons is known 
as recruitment. In addition to increasing the firing frequency in 

Table	25.1 A	Table	Title	Spanning	Two	Lines		
Would	Go	in	This	Location

This	is	a	table	Column	Head

This is a table A-Head

1. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And 
so this is how a table numbered list would look.

2. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And 
so this is how this is how a table numbered list would look, if 
one were looking  table numbered list.

3. A table numbered list would appear in this general way.  
And so to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

4. List would appear in this general way. And so this is how a 
table numbered list would look, if one were looking to see 
what a table list would appear to be.

5. And so this is how a table numbered list would look, if one 
were looking to see what a table numbered list would appear 
to be.

6. And so this is how a table numbered list would look, if one 
were looking to see what a table numbered list would appear 
to be.

a single afferent neuron, stronger stimuli usually affect a larger 
area and activate similar receptors on the endings of other af-
ferent neurons. For example, when you touch a surface lightly 
with a finger, the area of skin in contact with the surface is small, 
and only the receptors in that skin area are stimulated. Pressing 
down firmly increases the area of skin stimulated. This “calling 
in” of receptors on afferent neurons is known as recruitment.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the super 
cool renal corpuscle?
Is it reabsorbed?
Is it secreted?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

A third type of information to be signaled is the location of the 
stimulus—in other words, where the stimulus is being applied. 
It should be noted that in vision, hearing, and smell, stimulus 
location is interpreted as arising from the site from which the 
stimulus originated rather than on our body.
 As mentioned earlier, a given receptor type is particularly 
sensitive to one stimulus modality—the adequate stimulus—be-
cause of the signal transduction mechanisms and ion channels 
incorporated in the receptor’s plasma membrane. whose shape 
is transformed by light; these receptors also have intracellular 
mechanisms that cause changes in the pigment molecules to al-
ter the activity of membrane ion channels and generate a recep-
tor potential. 

•

•
•
•

F�gure	5.3
Essit lut wisi ex eu faccum duis ad ming euisl dolupta tueros accumsa 
ndiamcor si. Agnit ute del enibh exerostion ulla facilit, velesse quatem 
euguer summodit, quatissim quis augiamc onseniat utat. Duismod 
olorer si.

1 This is a sample footnote with an additional footnote falling below.
2 As shown here, the second sample footnote placed to base align with the 

adjacent column of text (right). Rule only appears above the first entry.
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Sec t ion 2 	 Sample	Section	Title
This Exemplifies the Position of a Section Subtitle

5.3	 Th�s	�s		a	Sample	of	a	Very	
Long	Head	Level	One	That	runs	
Over	onto	Three	L�nes
Converting stimulus energy into a signal that conveys the rel-
evant sensory information to the central nervous system is 
termed coding. Important characteristics of a stimulus include 
the type of energy it represents, its intensity, and the location of 
the body it affects. Coding begins at the receptive neurons in the 
peripheral nervous system.

This is an Example of a Level-Two Head That 
is Long Enough to Run on to Two Lines
Stimulus location is coded by the site of a stimulated receptor, 
as well as by the fact that action potentials from each receptor 
travel along unique pathways to a specific region of the CNS as-
sociated only with that particular modality and body location. 
These distinct anatomical pathways are sometimes referred to as 
labeled lines. The precision, or acuity, with which we can locate 
and differentiate one stimulus from an adjacent one depends 
upon the amount of convergence of neuronal input in the specif-
ic ascending pathways: The greater the convergence, the less the 
acuity. Other factors affecting acuity are the size of the receptive 
field covered by a single sensory unit (Figure 7–6a), the density 
of sensory units, and the amount of overlap in nearby receptive 
fields. For example, it is easy to discriminate between two adja-
cent stimuli (two-point discrimination) applied to the skin on 
your lips, where the sensory units are small and numerous, but 
it is harder to do so on the back, where the relatively few sensory 
units are large and widely spaced (Figure 7–6b). Locating sen-
sations from internal organs is less precise than from the skin 
because there are fewer afferent neurons in the internal organs 
and each has a larger receptive field.
 It is fairly easy to see why a stimulus to a neuron that has a 
small receptive field can be located more precisely than a stimu-
lus to a neuron with a large receptive field (Figure 7–6). How-
ever, more subtle mechanisms also exist that allow us to localize 
distinct stimuli within the receptive field of a single neuron. In 
some cases, receptive field overlap aids stimulus localization even 
though, intuitively, overlap would seem to “muddy” the image. 
In the next few paragraphs we will examine how this works.
 Since the receptor endings of different afferent neurons 
overlap, however, a stimulus will trigger activity in more than 
one sensory unit. In Figure 7–8, neurons A and C, stimulated 
near the edges of their receptive fields where the receptor density 
is low, fire action potentials less frequently than neuron B, stim-
ulated at the center of its receptive field. A high action potential 
frequency in neuron B occurring simultaneously with lower fre-
quencies in A and C provides the brain with a more accurate lo-

calization of the stimulus near the center of neuron B’s receptive 
field. Once this location is known, the brain can use the firing 
frequency of neuron B to determine stimulus intensity.
 The phenomenon of lateral inhibition is the most impor-
tant mechanism enabling the localization of a stimulus site. In 
lateral inhibition, information from afferent neurons whose re-
ceptors are at the edge of a stimulus is strongly inhibited com-
pared to information from the stimulus’s center. Figure 7–9 
shows one neuronal arrangement that accomplishes lateral inhi-
bition. The afferent neuron in the center (B) has a higher initial 
firing frequency than the neurons on either side (A and C).  The 
number of action potentials transmitted in the lateral pathways 
is further decreased by inhibitory inputs to their postsynaptic 
cells as a result of the stimulation of inhibitory interneurons by 
the central neuron. While the lateral afferent neurons (A and C) 
also exert inhibition on the central pathway, their lower initial 
firing frequency has less of an effect. Thus, lateral inhibition en-
hances the contrast between the center and periphery of a stimu-
lated region, thereby increasing the brain’s ability to localize a 
sensory input. Lateral inhibition can occur at different levels in 
the sensory pathways but typically happens at an early stage.
 Lateral inhibition can be demonstrated by pressing the 
tip of a pencil against your finger. With your eyes closed, you 
can localize the pencil point precisely, even though the region 
around the pencil tip is also indented, activating mechanorecep-
tors within this region (Figure 7–10). Exact localization is pos-
sible because lateral inhibition removes the information from 
the peripheral regions.
 Lateral inhibition is utilized to the greatest degree in the 
pathways providing the most accurate localization. For example, 
skin hair movements, which we can locate quite well, activate 
pathways that have significant lateral inhibition, but tempera-
ture and pain, which we can locate only poorly, activate path-
ways that use lateral inhibition to a lesser degree. Lateral inhibi-
tion is essential for retinal processing, where it enhances visual 
acuity.
 Receptors differ in the way they respond to a constantly 
maintained stimulus—that is, in the way they undergo adap-
tation at the beginning of the stimulus indicates the stimulus 
strength, but after this initial response, the frequency differs 
widely in different types of receptors. As Figure 7–11 shows, 
some receptors respond very rapidly at the stimulus onset, but, 
after their initial burst of activity, fire only very slowly or stop 
firing altogether during the remainder of the stimulus. These 
are the rapidly adapting receptors. The rapid adaptation of these 
receptors codes for a restricted response in time to a stimulus, 
and they are important in signaling rapid change (e.g., vibrating 
or moving stimuli). Some receptors adapt so rapidly that they 
fire only a single action potential at the onset of a stimulus—a 
so-called “on response”—while others respond at the beginning 
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Table	25.2 A	Table	Title	Spanning	Across	a	Full	Text	Page	Width:		Including a Table Subtitle

The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci liquat vulla 
feum delesto con ea consed erostie feum quis at alisit lum autet amcorpe raesse min vendit lore tatet accum eugiat ullan vel illa facidui 
blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea commodit lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il duisis num veraese quatet prat. Ut 
euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit alisl dui eum vel inis ex estie minibh erciliquip exeros non etueraesecte min vullut am dolore magniam digna coreet 
ulla consendio doluptat wisi ea feugueril et, si.

ThiS iS a TaBle SPan head

This Is What a Table Side Head 
Would Look Like

Ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit 
alisl dui eum niam nis comodit 
lam.

Ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit 
alisl dui eum niam nis comodit 
lam.

Ut euisl utem il ilit iuscilisl dit 
alisl dui eum niam nis comodit 
lam.

This Is a Table Side Head lam, consequamet, quisism 
odigna feugait auguerat

lam, consequamet, quisism lam, consequamet, quisism 
odigna feugait auguerat

Table adapted from “Goodman and Gilman’s The Pharmacological Basis of Theraputices,” Joel G. Hardman and Lee E. Limbrit, Perry B. Molinoff, Raymond W. Ruddon, and Alfred Goodman.

*Note that in many effctor organs, there are both alpha-adrenergic and beta-adrenergic receptors. Activation of these receptors may produce either the same or opposing effects.

of the stimulus and again at its removal—so-called “on-off re-
sponses.” The rapid fading of the sensation of clothes pressing on 
one’s skin is due to rapidly adapting receptors.

Most sensory pathways convey information about only a 
single type of sensory information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by information from 
mechanoreceptors, whereas another is influenced only 
by information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord and brain that 
carry information about single types of stimuli are 
known as the specific ascending pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem and thalamus, 
and the final neurons in the pathways go from there to 
specific sensory areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

To avoid confusion in the remainder of this chapter, recall from 
Chapter 5 that the term receptor has two completely different 
meanings. One meaning is that of “sensory receptor,” as just de-
fined. The second usage is for the individual proteins in the plas-
ma membrane or inside the cell that bind specific chemical mes-
sengers, triggering an intracellular signal transduction pathsion 
between these two meanings is magnified by the fact that the 
plasma membrane of the sensory receptor. If you are in doubt 
as to which meaning is intended, add the adjective “sensory” or 
“protein” to see which makes sense in the context.

This Is the Second Level Heading
Slowly adapting receptors maintain their response at or near the 
initial level of firing regardless of the stimulus duration (Figure 
7–11). These receptors signal slow changes or prolonged events, 
such as those that occur in the joint and muscle receptors that 
participate in the maintenance of upright posture when stand-
ing or sitting for long periods of time.

F�gure	5.4
Essit lut wisi ex eu faccum duis ad ming euisl dolupta tueros accumsa 
ndiamcor si. Agnit ute del enibh exerostion ulla facilit, velesse quatem 
euguer summodit, quatissim quis augiamc onseniat utat. Duismod 
olorer si. 

Equis Nonsequissi it, velis nisit ing eugiam digna conulluptat, 
sit wis do commy num iustrud corper suscidunt praessim inibh 
ea con ullam iduipisis nonse consequis nis autpat, vendre 
dolor sed tio odolenim vendre tet nim vendionsed dunt atem 
iuscipis adignia mconseq uipit, qui blan vel ute dolendit vel ulla 
faccums?
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Box	25–1

This Is a Sample Box Title

Th�s	�s		a	Sample	of	a	Box	Head	Level	One	
That	runs	Over	onto	Two	L�nes

The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis 

alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci 

liquat vulla feum delesto con ea consed erostie feum quis at alisit 

lum autet amcorpe raesse min vendit lore tatet accum eugiat ullan 

vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea commodit 

lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il duisis num 

veraese quatet prat. 

This is an Example of a Level-T wo Box Head That is 
Long Enough to Run on to Two Lines

Ud tinismo lortisl diam quisit volore ming exeros er aci blandre 

feugait prat la feumsandre min velit vel ullam num quat veliquissim 

eros nis amet il init luptat acilla feu feumsan dionse mod exerosto 

odolese quiscil dolobore te dionull amconul laorerostrud ex exer si 

ex eugiat. Ure moleniscing elit augiat ad tem vel in utat.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?

 2. Is it reabsorbed?

 3. Is it secreted?

 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 

filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 Ulla facinci psuscidunt atueros alisl ut iusto el ulla faccum 

esectem venis adigna faccum exerit iure mod tat nosto odigniam 

quipsusto et, volendipsum zzriusc iliquam zzriure minit nibh et, 

vercil 

utpat. Duisit ad etum dolor si tat dolorperat, se minim alit, consed 
dolorem dolortie eniam zzrilit veriustrud tie magnisi.

Moreover, within an individual oganism, the properties of muscle 

cells differ from cells and epithelial cells because of the types of 

proteins type and the functions performed by these proteins.

 Im zzrit ver ad exer am at nonse volore magna facip et, ver 
sis si. Gait at. Minci estion elisim ing er sequam del ilit ipis alit vel 
inim dit volore doloreet, equat, commy nos numsan ut luptat.

Most sensory pathways convey information about only a single 

type of sensory information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by information from 

mechanoreceptors, whereas another is influenced only by. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem and thalamus, and 

the final neurons in the pathways go from there to specific 

sensory.

 Magna feu feugue dolor suscidunt wissim quat lor sed 
magna bla feugiat lorperci te faci esto od mincilit pratuer autatet 
del iriat.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?

Is it reabsorbed?

What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 

filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

1 Im zzrit ver ad exer am at nonse volore magna facip et, ver sis delis 
dolore consed endre ming er sum in henit ate feum quis augiam eliquis 
amet, quissis digna feu faccumsan hendignit ut adit nonse cait at.

•
•
•

 

F�gure	5–2

Agnit ute del enibh exerostion ula facilit, velesse quatem euguer 
summodit, quatissim quis augiamc onseniat utat. Duismod beelas 
un vie usiu olorer nosse volere manga fae ie ver isuiue si.

Box	Table	25–1 T�tle	Spann�ng	Two	L�nes		
would	go	�n	Th�s	Locat�on

This is a Table Column head

1. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. 
And so this is how a table numbered list would look.

2. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. 
And so this is how this is how a table numbered list would 
look, if one were looking  table numbered list.

3. A table numbered list would appear in this general way.  
And so to see what a table numbered list would appear to 
be.

The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si 
essequisis alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor 
sectem eui tatisci eugiat ullan vel illa facidui blamcon sectem 
qui er sis niam nis ea commodit lam, consequamet, quisism 
odigna feugait auguerat il duisis num veraese quatet prat. 
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(Answers appear in Appendix A.)
 1. Choose the TRUE statement:

a. The modality of energy a given sensory receptor 
responds to in normal functioning is known as the 
“adequate stimulus” for that receptor.

b. Receptor potentials are “all-or-none,” that is, they have 
the same magnitude regardless of the strength of the 
stimulus.

c. When the frequency of action potentials along 
sensory neurons is constant continues, it is called 
“adaptation.”

d. When sensory units have large receptive fields, the 
acuity of perception is greater.

e. The “modality” refers to the intensity of a given 
stimulus.

 2. Using a single intracellular recording electrode, in what 
part of a sensory neuron could you simultaneously record 
both receptor potentials and action potentials?
a. in the cell body
b. at the node of Ranvier nearest the peripheral end

c. at the receptor membrane where the stimulus occurs
d. at the central axon terminals within the CNS

Sensory Receptors
	 i.	receptors translate information from the external and 

internal environments into graded potentials, which then.
a. Receptors may be either specialized endings of 

afferent neurons or separate cells at the ends of the 
neurons.

b. Receptors respond best to one form of stimulus 
energy, but they may respond to other energy forms if 
the stimulus intensity is abnormally high.

c. Regardless of how a specific receptor is stimulated, 
activation sensation. Not all receptor activations lead, 
however, to conscious sensations.

 ii.	The	Transduct�on	process	in all sensory receptors 
involves—either directly or indirectly—the opening or 
closing of ion

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

Key	Terms
acuity  216
adaptation  214
adequate stimulus  212
ascending pathway  220
auditory cortex  221

central sulcus  221
chemoreceptor  213
coding  214
cortical association area  221
labeled lines  216

lateral inhibition  218
mechanoreceptor  212
modality  215
nociceptor  213

nonspecific ascending 
pathway  221

perception  212
photoreceptor  212
polymodal neuron  221

Questions

Summary
The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves—
either directly or indirectly—the opening or closing of ion 
channels in the receptor. Ions then flow across the, a receptor 
potential.

	 1.	Sensory	process�ng begins with the transformation of 
stimulus energy into graded potentials and then into 
action potentials in nerve fibers.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?

Is it reabsorbed?

What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities filtered, 

reabsorbed, or secreted?

	 2.	informat�on	Carr�ed	in a sensory system may or may not 
lead to a conscious awareness of the stimulus.

Sensory Receptors
 I. Receptors translate information from the external and 

internal environments into graded potentials, which then.
a. Receptors may be either specialized endings of 

afferent neurons or separate cells at the ends of the 
neurons.

b. Receptors respond best to one form of stimulus 
energy, but they may respond to other energy forms if 
the stimulus intensity is abnormally high.

•
•
•

c. Regardless of how a specific receptor is stimulated, 
activation sensation. Not all receptor activations lead, 
however, to conscious sensations.

 II. The transduction process in all sensory receptors 
involves—either directly or indirectly—the opening or 

Unnumbered Summary Table Column head

1. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And 
so this is how a table numbered list would look.

2. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And 
so this is how this is how a table numbered list would look, if 
one were looking  table numbered list.

3. A table numbered list would appear in this general way.  
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1 This is a sample footnote with an additional footnote falling below.
2 As shown here, the second sample footnote placed to base align with the 

adjacent column of text (right). Rule only appears above the first entry.

Critical	Thinking	Questions
(Answers appear in Appendix A.)
 1. Describe several mechanisms by which pain could 

theoretically be controlled medically or surgically.

 2. At what two sites would central nervous system injuries 
interfere with the perception that heat is being applied to 
nervous system injury interfere with the perception that 
heat is being applied to either side of the body?

 3. What would vision be like after a drug has destroyed all 
the cones in the retina?

 4. Damage to what parts of the cerebral cortex could explain 
the following behaviors? (a) A person walks into a chair 
placed applied to the end of the chain or segment of code 
displayed. (b) The person does not walk into the chair, but 
she does not know what the chair can be used for.

Answers	to	Chapter	Questions
Figure 12–12 (a) Muscle V is –90 mV and neuron is –70 mV. 

this illustrates the fact that V is not the same in all cells. 
(b) Muscle ation potential is due to Na entering on the 
depolarization and K leaving on the repolarization.

Figure 12–22 Contraction is isometric at B because muscle 
does not shorten. Maximal velocity is at A, with zero muscle 
load.

How does the nervous system code information about 
stimulus intensity?
The nervous system code information about intensity?

Figure 12–23 (a) Muscle V is –90 mV and neuron is –70 mV. 
this illustrates the fact that V is not the same in all cells. 
(b) Muscle ation potential is due to Na entering on the 
depolarization and K leaving on the repolarization.

Figure 12–26c Biceps force x 5 cm = 7 kg x 25 cm. Biceps 
force = 35 kg (additional).

Figure 12–31 Contraction is isometric at B because muscle 
does not shorten. Maximal velocity is at A, with zero muscle 
load.

•

•
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Unnumbered Summary Table Column head

1. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And 
so this is how a table numbered list would look.

2. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And 
so this is how this is how a table numbered list would look, if 
one were looking  table numbered list.

3. A table numbered list would appear in this general way.  
And so to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis 
alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci 
eugiat ullan vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea 
commodit lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il 
duisis num dui eum vel inis ex estie minibh erciliquip exeros non 
etueraesecte min vullut am dolore magniam digna coreet ulla 
consendio doluptat wisi ea feugueril et, siui beiale.ARIS

Taxonomy deals with the naming of organisms; each species 
is given a binomial name consisting of the genus and specific 
epispecies has been assigned. When an organism is named, 
a species has been assigned to a particular genus.
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Appendix A

Goals and Orientation

Information about the external world and about the body’s 
internal environment exists in different energy forms—pres-
sure, temperature, light, odorants, sound waves, chemical 
concentration, and so on. Sensory receptors at the periph-
eral ends of afferent neurons change these energy forms into 
graded potentials that can initiate action potentials, which 
travel into the central nervous system. The receptors are ei-
ther specialized endings of afferent neurons or separate cells 
that signal the afferent neurons by releasing chemical mes-
sengers.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?

 2. Is it reabsorbed?
 3. Is it secreted?

Is it reabsorbed?
Is it secreted?

 4. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 There are many types of sensory receptors, each of 
which responds much more readily to one form of energy 
than to others. The type of energy to which a particular re-
ceptor relus. In addition, within the general energy type that 
serves as a receptor’s adequate stimulus, a particular receptor 
responds best (i.e., at lowest threshold) to only a very narrow 
range.

Revision Highlights

There are several general classes of receptors that are charac-
terized by the type of energy to which they are sensitive. As 
the name indicates, mechanoreceptors respond to mechanical 
pressure, and muscle tension. Thermoreceptors detect both 
sensations of cold and warmth, and photoreceptors respond 
to particular light wavelengths. 

Illustration Program
The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves the 
opening or closing of ion channels that receive—either di-
rectly or through a second-messenger system—information 
about the internal and external world. The ion channels are 
present in a membrane located at the distal tip of the cell’s 
single axon or on the receptive membrane of specialized sen-
sory cells.  

Chapter 1 Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory information. 

•
•

Chapter 2 Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, whereas 
another is influenced only by information from 
thermoreceptors. 

Chapter 3 The ascending pathways in the spinal cord and 
brain that carry information about single types of 
stimuli are known as the specific ascending pathways. 

Chapter 4 The specific pathways pass to the brainstem and 
thalamus, and the final neurons in the pathways go from 
there to specific sensory areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Supplements

The specialized receptor membrane where the initial ion 
channel changes occur does not generate action potentials. 
Instead, local current from the receptor membrane flows a 
short distance along the axon to a region where the mem-
brane has first node of Ranvier. The receptor potential, like 
the synaptic potential discussed in translated into the lan-
guage of graded potentials or action potentials. The energy 
that impinges upon and activates a sen response to different 
stimulus intensities and diminishes as it travels down the 
membrane.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?
Is it reabsorbed?
Is it secreted?
What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

 A third type of information to be signaled is the loca-
tion of the stimulus—in other words, where the stimulus is 
being and activates a sen that in vision, hearing, and smell, 
stimulus location is interpreted as arising from the site from 
which the stimulus originated rather than on our body.

 1. To what degree is the substance filterable at the renal 
corpuscle?

 2. Is it reabsorbed?
a. Is it reabsorbed?
b. Is it secreted?

 3. What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities 
filtered, reabsorbed, or secreted?

Sequat adit dolor alis am, quat nit at. Uscillum quat vel et

•

•
•
•

1 This is a sample footnote with an additional footnote falling below.
2 As shown here, the second sample footnote placed to base align with the 

adjacent column of text (right). Rule only appears above the first entry.
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Answer Key

Chapter One
Test Questions
1-1	 Most	sensory	pathways	convey	information	about	only	a	

single	type	of	sensory	information.	
1-2	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	

from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

1-3	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

1-4	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	
thalamus,	and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	
from	there	to	specific	sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	
cortex	versa.

1-5	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	
from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

1-6	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

Chapter Two
Test Questions
2-1	 Most	sensory	pathways	convey	information	about	only	a	

single	type	of	sensory	information.	
2-2	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	

from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

2-3	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

2-4	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	
thalamus,	and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	
from	there	sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	versa.

2-5	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	
from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

2-6	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

2-7	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

2-8	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	
thalamus,	and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	
from	there	sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	versa.

Chapter Three
Test Questions
3-1	 Most	sensory	pathways	convey	information	about	only	a	

single	type	of	sensory	information.	
3-2	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	

from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

3-3	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

3-4	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	
thalamus,	and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	
from	there	sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	versa.

3-5	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	
from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

3-6	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

3-7	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

3-8	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	
thalamus,	and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	
from	there	sensory	areas	of	the	cerebral	cortex	versa.

3-9	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	
from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

Chapter Four
Test Questions
4-1	 Most	sensory	pathways	convey	information	about	only	a	

single	type	of	sensory	information.	
4-2	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	

from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

4-3	 The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	

4-4	 The	specific	pathways	pass	to	the	brainstem	and	
thalamus,	and	the	final	neurons	in	the	pathways	go	
from	there	to	specific	sensory	areas	of	the	cortex	versa.

4-5	 Thus,	one	pathway	is	influenced	only	by	information	
from	mechanoreceptors,	whereas	another	is	influenced	
only	by	information	from	thermoreceptors.	

18-18	The	ascending	pathways	in	the	spinal	cord	and	brain	
that	carry	information	about	single	types	of	stimuli	are	
known	as	the	specific	ascending	pathways.	
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Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory 
information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information 
about single types of stimuli are 
known as the specific ascending 
pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons 
in the pathways go from there to 
specific sensory areas of the cerebral 
cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information 
about single types of stimuli are 
known as the specific ascending 
pathways. 
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Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
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information from thermoreceptors. 
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and brain that carry information 
about single types of stimuli are 
known as the specific ascending 
pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons 
in the pathways go from there sensory 
areas of the cerebral cortex versa.
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Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory 
information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information 
about single types of stimuli are 
known as the specific ascending 
pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons 
in the pathways go from there sensory 
areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information 
about single types of stimuli are 
known as the specific ascending 
pathways. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information 
about single types of stimuli are 
known as the specific ascending 
pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons 
in the pathways go from there sensory 
areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory 
information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information 
about single types of stimuli are 
known as the specific ascending 
pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons 
in the pathways go from there to 
specific sensory areas of the cerebral 
cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information 
about single types of stimuli are 
known as the specific pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons 
in the pathways go from there to 
specific sensory areas of the cerebral 
cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information 
about single types of stimuli are 
known as the specific ascending 
pathways. 

Most sensory pathways convey information 
about only a single type of sensory 
information. 

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 

The ascending pathways in the spinal cord 
and brain that carry information 
about single types of stimuli are 
known as the specific ascending 
pathways. 

The specific pathways pass to the brainstem 
and thalamus, and the final neurons 
in the pathways go from there sensory 
areas of the cerebral cortex versa.

Thus, one pathway is influenced only by 
information from mechanoreceptors, 
whereas another is influenced only by 
information from thermoreceptors. 
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Glossary

A 
abscisic acid (ABA) (ab-SIZ-ik) A plant hormone 

that causes stomates to close and that initiates 
and maintains dormancy. 579

abscission (ab-SIZH-un) The dropping of leaves, 
fruits, or flowers from a plant. [L. ab, away, 
and sciss, cut] 579

acetylcholine (ACh) (uh-set-ul-KOH-leen) A 
neurotransmitter active in both the peripheral 
and central nervous systems. 718

acetylcholinesterase (AChE) (uh-set-ul-koh-luh-
NES-tuh-rays) An enzyme that breaks down 
acetylcholine bound to postsynaptic receptors 
within a synapse. 718

acetyl-CoA A molecule made up of a two-carbon 
acetyl group attached to coenzyme A. The 
acetyl group enters the Krebs cycle for further 
oxidation. 145

acid A compound tending to raise the hydrogen 
ion concentration in a solution and to lower its 
pH numerically. [L. acidus, sour] 36

acid deposition The return to earth as rain or 
snow of the sulfate or nitrate salts of acids 
produced by commercial and industrial 
activities. 894

amphibian A member of a class of terrestrial 
vertebrates that includes frogs, toads, and 
salamanders; they are still tied to a watery 
environment for reproduction. [Gk. amph, on 
both sides] 512

acetyl-CoA A molecule made up of a two-carbon 
acetyl group attached to coenzyme A. The 
acetyl group enters the Krebs cycle for further 
oxidation. 145

acid A compound tending to raise the hydrogen 
ion concentration in a solution and to lower its 
pH numerically. [L. acidus, sour] 36

acid deposition The return to earth as rain or 
snow of the sulfate or nitrate salts of acids 
produced by and industrial activities. 894

amphibian A member of a class of terrestrial 
vertebrates that includes frogs, toads, and 
salamandersenvironment for reproduction. 
[Gk. amph, on  they are still tied to a watery 
reproduction. [Gk. amph, on both sides] 512

amylase A starch digesting enzyme secreted by 
salivary glands and pancreas. 671

angiosperm A flowering plant; the seeds are 
borne within a fruit. [Gk. ang, vessel, and 
sperm, seed] 457

annelid A member of the phylum Annelida, 
which includes clam worms, tubeworms, 
earthworms and leeches; characterized by a 
environment for reproduction. [Gk. amph, on 
segmented body. [L. annelus, little ring] 490

antigen A foreign substance, usually a protein or 
a polysaccharide, that stimulates the immune 
system to react, such as to produce antibodies. 
[Gk. anti, against, and gene, origin] 654

antigen A foreign substance, usually a protein, 
that stimulates the immune system to react, 
such as to produce . anti, against, and gene, 
origin] 641amphibian A member of a class 
of terrestrial vertebrates that includes frogs, 
toads, and salamanders; they are still tied to 
a watery environment for reproduction. [Gk. 
amph, on both sides] 512

acid A compound tending to raise the hydrogen 
ion concentration in a solution and to lower its 
pH numerically. [L. acidus, sour] 36

acid deposition The return to earth as rain or 
snow of the sulfate or salts of acids produced 
by commercial and industrial activities. 894

B
bacteriophage (bak-TEER-ee-uh-fayj) A virus 

that parasitizes a bacterial cell as its host, often 
destroying it by lytic action. [Gk. bact, rod, 
and phag, eat] 233, 398

bacterium (pl., bacteria) A unicellular organism 
that lacks a nucleus and cytoplasmic 
organelles other than ribosomes; reproduces 
by binary fission and occurs in one of three 
shapes (rod, sphere, spiral). [Gk. bact, rod] 
66, 401

Barr body A dark-staining body (discovered by 
M. Barr) in the nuclei of female mammals 
which contains a condensed, inactive X 
chromosome. 263

base compound tending to lower the hydrogen 
ion concentration in a solution and raise its 
pH numerically. 36

Barr body A dark-staining body (discovered by 
M. Barr) in the nuclei of female mammals 
which contains a condensed, inactive X 
chromosome. 263

base A compound tending to lower the and raise 
its pH numerically. 36

bacterium (pl., bacteria) A unicellular organism 
that lacks a nucleus and cytoplasmic 
organelles other than ribosomes; reproduces 
by binary fission and occurs in one of three 
shapes (rod, sphere, spiral). [Gk. bact, rod] 
66, 401

Barr body A dark-staining body (discovered by 
M. Barr) in the nuclei of female mammals 
which contains a condensed, inactive X 
chromosome. 263

base compound tending to lower the hydrogen ion 
concentration in a solution and raise its pH 
numerically. 36

base A compound tending to lower the and raise 
its pH numerically. 36

 base compound tending to lower the hydrogen 
ion concentration in a solution and raise its 
pH numerically. 36

C
C3 plant A plant that directly uses the Calvin 

cycle; the first detected molecule during 
photosynthesis is PGA, a three-carbon 
molecule. 130

C4 plant A plant that fixes carbon dioxide to 
produce a C4 molecule that releases carbon 
dioxide to the Calvin cycle. 130

Calvin cycle A series of photosynthetic reactions 
in which carbon dioxide is fixed and reduced 
in the chloroplast. 127

CAM plant A plant that fixes carbon dioxide at 
night to produce a C4 molecule that releases 
carbon dioxide to the Calvin cycle during 
the day; CAM stands for crassulacean-acid 
metabolism. 130

cancer A malignant tumor whose 
nondifferentiated cells exhibit loss of contact 
inhibition, uncontrolled growth, and the 
ability to invade tissues and metastasize. 268

capillary A microscopic blood vessel; gas and 
nutrient exchange occurs across the walls of a 
capillary. [L. capilla, hair] 630

carbohydrate A class of organic compounds 
consisting of carbon, hydrogen, and 
oxygen atoms; includes monosaccharides, 
disaccharides, and polysaccharides. [L. carbo, 
charcoal, and Gk. hydr, water] 45

carbon dioxide (CO2) fixation Photosynthetic 
reaction in which carbon dioxide is attached 
to an organic compound. 128

carbonic anhydrase An enzyme in red blood 
cells that speeds the formation of carbonic 
acid from water and carbon dioxide. [Gk. an, 
without, and hydr, water] 691

cancer A malignant tumor whose 
nondifferentiated cells exhibit loss of contact 
inhibition, uncontrolled growth, and the 
ability to invade tissues and metastasize. 268

CAM plant A plant that fixes carbon dioxide 
at night to produce a C4 molecule that 
releases carbon dioxide to the Calvin cycle 
crassulacean-acid metabolism. 130

capillary A microscopic blood vessel; gas and 
nutrient exchange occurs across the walls of a 
capillary. [L. capilla, hair] 630

CAM plant A plant that fixes carbon dioxide 
at night to produce a C4 molecule that 
releases carbon dioxide to the Calvin cycle 
crassulacean-acid metabolism. 130

capillary A microscopic blood vessel; gas and 
nutrient exchange occurs across the walls of a 
capillary. [L. capilla, hair] 630

carbohydrate A class of organic compounds 
consisting of carbon, hydrogen, and 
disaccharides, and polysaccharides. [L. carbo, 
charcoal, and Gk. hydr, water] 45
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Absorption spectrum, 121
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ACTH (adrenocorticotropic 
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Actin filaments, 76–77
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Active site (enzyme), 109
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57, 114
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Adenovirus, 396
ADH (antidiuretic hormone), 

706, 771
Adhesion junction, 98, 99, 613
Adipose tissue, 614
Adolescence, 817
ADP (adenosine diphosphate), 57, 114
Adrenal glands, 772 (table), 776
Adrenocorticotropic hormone 

(ACTH), 773, 774
Adult (insect), 498

Aerobic organisms, 404
Aerobic respiration, 112, 144–47 

efficiency of, 148 
electron transport system in, 
146–47

Krebs cycle in, 145 
overview of, 138 
transition reaction in, 144

Afferent arteriole, 702, 703
Africa, sickle-cell trait in, 221
African sleeping sickness, 422
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57, 114

Adenosine triphosphate. See ATP 
(adenosine triphosphate)

Adenovirus, 396
ADH (antidiuretic hormone),  

706, 771
Adhesion junction, 98, 99, 613
Adipose tissue, 614
Adolescence, 817
ADP (adenosine diphosphate),  

57, 114
Adrenal glands, 772 (table), 776
Adrenocorticotropic hormone 

(ACTH), 773, 774
Adult (insect), 498
Aerobic organisms, 404
Aerobic respiration, 112, 144–47 

efficiency of, 148 
electron transport system in, 
146–47
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overview of, 138 
transition reaction in, 144

Afferent arteriole, 702, 703
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300–303
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B 
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement system 
against, 654
asexual reproduction in, 403
directional selection in, 318
endospores of, 403
features of, 66
gene cloning using viruses and, 278
genetically engineered, 278
F. GriffithÕs experiment on 

transformed, 232, 233
infections caused by, 407
of Lyme disease, 854–55
nitrogen fixing, 283, 405, 560, 561
nutrition of autotrophic and 

heterotrophic, 404–5
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement system 

against, 654
asexual reproduction in, 403
directional selection in, 318
endospores of, 403
features of, 66
gene cloning using viruses and, 278
genetically engineered, 278
F. GriffithÕs experiment on 

transformed, 232, 233
infections caused by, 407
of Lyme disease, 854–55
nitrogen fixing, 283, 405, 560, 561
nutrition of autotrophic and 

heterotrophic, 404–5
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 

831Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement against, 654
asexual reproduction in, 403
cell division in, 166
chemosynthetic, 404
chromosome of, 166
classification of, 405–7
of Lyme disease, 854–55
nitrogen fixing, 283, 405, 560, 561
nutrition of autotrophic and 

heterotrophic, 404–5
Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement system 
against, 654
asexual reproduction in, 403
directional selection in, 318
endospores of, 403
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Bacteria, 401–5
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement system 
against, 654
asexual reproduction in, 403
directional selection in, 318
endospores of, 403
features of, 66
gene cloning using viruses and, 278
genetically engineered, 278
F. GriffithÕs experiment on 

transformed, 232, 233
infections caused by, 407
of Lyme disease, 854–55
nitrogen fixing, 283, 405, 560, 561
nutrition of autotrophic and 

heterotrophic, 404–5
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement system 
against, 654
asexual reproduction in, 403
directional selection in, 318
endospores of, 403
features of, 66
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gene cloning using viruses and, 278
genetically engineered, 278
F. GriffithÕs experiment on 

transformed, 232, 233
infections caused by, 407
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement system 
against, 654
asexual reproduction in, 403
directional selection in, 318
endospores of, 403
features of, 66
gene cloning using viruses and, 278
genetically engineered, 278
F. GriffithÕs experiment on 

transformed, 232, 233
infections caused by, 407
of Lyme disease, 854–55
nitrogen fixing, 283, 405, 560, 561
nutrition of autotrophic and 

heterotrophic, 404–5
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Baboon, reproductive behavior in, 831
Bacteria, 401–5
action of complement system 
against, 654
Bacteria, 401–5
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C3 plants, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 127–29
C4 plant, 130, 131 (table)
carbon dioxide fixation in, 130–31
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Calcium
human nutrition and, 679, 680
parathyroid gland regulation of blood, 
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Key	Terms
acuity  216
adaptation  214
adequate stimulus  212
ascending pathway  220
auditory cortex  221

central sulcus  221
chemoreceptor  213
coding  214
cortical association area  221
labeled lines  216

lateral inhibition  218
mechanoreceptor  212
modality  215
nociceptor  213

nonspecific ascending 
pathway  221

perception  212
photoreceptor  212
polymodal neuron  221

Summary
The transduction process in all sensory receptors involves—
either directly or indirectly—the opening or closing of ion 
channels in the receptor. Ions then flow across the, a receptor 
potential.

	 Sensory	process�ng	begins with the transformation of 
stimulus energy into graded potentials and then into 
action potentials in nerve fibers.

To what degree is the substance filterable at the corpuscle?

Is it reabsorbed?

What factors homeostatically regulate the quantities filtered, 

reabsorbed, or secreted?

	 informat�on	Carr�ed	in a sensory system may or may not 
lead to a conscious awareness of the stimulus.

Sensory Receptors
 I. Receptors translate information from the external and 

internal environments into graded potentials, which then.
a. Receptors may be either specialized endings of 

afferent neurons or separate cells at the ends of the 
neurons.

b. Receptors respond best to one form of stimulus 
energy, but they may respond to other energy forms if 
the stimulus intensity is abnormally high.

•
•
•

c. Regardless of how a specific receptor is stimulated, 
activation sensation. Not all receptor activations lead, 
however, to conscious sensations.

 II. The transduction process in all sensory receptors 
involves—either directly or indirectly—the opening or 

Unnumbered Summary Table Column head

1. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And 
so this is how a table numbered list would look.

2. A table numbered list would appear in this general way. And 
so this is how this is how a table numbered list would look, if 
one were looking  table numbered list.

3. A table numbered list would appear in this general way.  
And so to see what a table numbered list would appear to be.

The Ex er sequat ad enim delenisis dolutpat auguer si essequisis 
alissen dignit wisl utem at. Ip erci tate dolor sectem eui tatisci 
eugiat ullan vel illa facidui blamcon sectem qui er sis niam nis ea 
commodit lam, consequamet, quisism odigna feugait auguerat il 
duisis num veraese quatet prat. Ut bellas un veitas usi utem il ilit 
iuscilisl dit alisl dui eum vel inis ex estie minibh erciliquip exeros 
non etueraesecte min vullut am dolore magniam digna coreet 
ulla consendio doluptat wisi ea feugueril et, siui beiale.

The phenomenon of lateral inhibition is the most important 
mechanism enabling the localization of a stimulus site. In lateral 
inhibition, information from afferent neurons whose receptors 
are at the edge of a stimulus is strongly inhibited compared to 
information from the stimulus’s center. Figure 7–9 shows one 
neuronal arrangement that accomplishes lateral inhibition. The 
afferent neuron in the center (B) has a higher initial firing fre-
quency than the neurons on either side (A and C).  The number 
of action potentials transmitted in the lateral pathways is fur-
ther decreased by inhibitory inputs to their postsynaptic cells 
as a result of the stimulation of inhibitory interneurons by the 
central neuron. While the lateral afferent neurons (A and C) also 
exert inhibition on the central pathway, their lower initial firing 
frequency has less of an effect. Thus, lateral inhibition enhances 
the contrast between the center and periphery of a stimulated 
region, thereby increasing the brain’s ability to localize a sensory 
input. Lateral inhibition can occur at different levels in the sen-
sory pathways but typically happens at an early stage.
 Lateral inhibition can be demonstrated by pressing the 
tip of a pencil against your finger. With your eyes closed, you 

can localize the pencil point precisely, even though the region 
around the pencil tip is also indented, activating mechanorecep-
tors within this region (Figure 7–10). Exact localization is pos-
sible because lateral inhibition removes the information from 
the peripheral regions.
 Lateral inhibition is utilized to the greatest degree in the 
pathways providing the most accurate localization. For example, 
skin hair movements, which we can locate quite well, activate 
pathways that have significant lateral inhibition, but tempera-
ture and pain, which we can locate only poorly, activate path-
ways that use lateral inhibition to a lesser degree. 
 Receptors differ in the way they respond to a constantly 
maintained stimulus—that is, in the way they undergo adap-
tation at the beginning of the stimulus indicates the stimulus 
strength, but after this initial response, the frequency differs 
widely in different types of receptors. The rapid adaptation of 
these receptors codes for a restricted response in time to a stimu-
lus, and they are important in signaling rapid change (e.g., vi-
brating or moving stimuli). 
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